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Abstract

Single-photon sources and detectors underpin the development of quantum photonic

technologies. This thesis presents research into single-photon devices with a focus

on telecom wavelengths.

A two-channel superconducting nanowire single-photon detector (SNSPD) system

was constructed and characterised. It provides free-running single-photon detec-

tion at telecom wavelengths with low dark counts and timing jitter below 90 ps

FWHM. The system detection efficiency at 1310 nm is 1 % with a 1 kHz dark count

rate, which was competitive when the SNSPD was built in 2009. In this work, the

low timing jitter of the SNSPD was beneficial to the development of a two-photon

interference experiment.

Experiments were carried out with single-photon sources based on self-assembled

InAs/GaAs quantum dots in micropillar cavities. Preliminary measurements of the

second-order correlation function gave g(2)(τ = 0) = 0.12 ± 0.04 with above-band

excitation and g(2)(τ = 0) = 0.07 ± 0.05 with near-resonant excitation. These val-

ues agree with recent papers reporting improved measurements with near-resonant

excitation. Irreparable damage to the sample prevented further investigation.

This thesis also presents the design, construction and characterisation of a high-

resolution single-photon spectrometer for telecom wavelengths. The instrument,

a scanning Fabry-Pérot interferometer, was optimised for the characterisation of

quantum photonic sources. It has a spectral resolution of ∼ 550 MHz and a free

spectral range of (119.0 ± 0.4) GHz.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Quantum technology seeks to exploit quantum mechanics in a range of high-impact

applications. Revolutionary proposals have inspired fields of research including

quantum key distribution [1], quantum computing [2] and quantum metrology [3].

Progress is being made; a practically useful quantum computer might lie in the

future, but systems that implement quantum key distribution (QKD) are commer-

cially available today [4]. A wide variety of quantum systems are being investigated

for their potential use in quantum technologies, including trapped atoms [5], quan-

tum dots [6] and photons [7]. The work in this thesis focuses on photonic quantum

technologies.

Figure 1.1 illustrates the explosion of activity in this research area over the last

two decades. The importance of photons is indicated by the concurrent increase in

publications concerning quantum technologies and single-photon devices. Photons

provide unconditionally secure encryption in quantum key distribution [1], facilitate

linear optical quantum computing [8] and surpass the classical limits on uncertainty

in quantum metrology [3]. While specific requirements vary, most photonic quantum

technologies need high-performance sources and detectors that operate at the single-

photon level. The role of single-photon metrology is to assess that performance

and therefore the suitability of devices for specific applications. The need for a

standardised measurement framework to support the commercial adoption of QKD

has been recognised in recent literature [9]; other quantum technologies will also

1



1.1. MOTIVATION: PHOTONIC QUANTUM TECHNOLOGIES

benefit from the development of clear standards as they mature and approach the

marketplace. The work presented in this thesis contributes to the development of

single-photon metrology at NPL.

1 9 9 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 1 0
1

1 0

1 0 0

1 0 0 0  q u a n t u m  c o m p u t i n g
 q u a n t u m  k e y  d i s t r i b u t i o n
 s i n g l e - p h o t o n  s o u r c e
 s i n g l e - p h o t o n  d e t e c t o r
 q u a n t u m  t e c h n o l o g y
 q u a n t u m  p h o t o n i c s

Nu
mb

er o
f p

ubl
ica

tio
ns

Y e a r
Figure 1.1: Publication trends in quantum technology. Plots show the annual pub-
lication yield for specific ISI Web of Knowledge search terms. The increase in publications
on quantum computing and quantum key distribution over the last twenty years is con-
current with a rise in the number of papers about single-photon devices. The prevalence
of newer terms ‘quantum photonics’ and ‘quantum technology’ has also increased over the
last decade.

1.1 Motivation: Photonic quantum technologies

The development of high-performance single-photon sources and detectors has been

driven by the goal of realising photonic quantum technologies. The efficiency and

timing characteristics of these devices directly affect the accuracy and speed with

which quantum information can be processed. A range of other properties specific

either to sources or detectors can also be crucial, including the similarity between

photons successively emitted by a source or the probability of false events in the

detector. The following sections outline key applications of quantum photonics with

a focus on the performance they require from single-photon devices.

2



1.1. MOTIVATION: PHOTONIC QUANTUM TECHNOLOGIES

1.1.1 Quantum key distribution

At a time when 10 % of UK retail purchases are made online [10], encryption is

an assumed and integral part of modern society. The security of most modern

encryption is based on the difficulty of factorising extremely large numbers (e.g. RSA

encryption [11]). This could potentially be compromised by sufficiently powerful

computers [12]. Superior security can be achieved with the ‘one time pad’ cipher;

proposed by Vernam in 1926, it employs a single-use key that is as long as the

message itself [1]. This is the only method of encryption that is provably secure - as

long as the key itself is secure [1]. For information of the utmost secrecy, the key can

be transported via courier. However, couriers can be be corrupted or intercepted,

and are not practical for all situations (e.g. supplying keys to a satellite). QKD is

an attractive alternative because it can distribute secure keys through optical fibre

or free space by encoding bits on single photons. The security of this method is

based on the quantum no cloning theorem, which states that it is not possible to

make a perfect copy of an unknown quantum state [13]. To determine the value of

a bit, an eavesdropper must measure the photon and transmit another in its place,

but the measurement process introduces errors. QKD utilises this property to detect

eavesdroppers and therefore verify that generated keys that are known only by the

sender and receiver [1].

Proposed in 1984 by Bennett and Brassard [14], QKD associates binary integers

with intrinsic properties such as a photon’s phase or polarisation. A secure key

can be distilled from transmitted photons using a number of different protocols

[1]. The first protocol, now referred to as BB84, is best explained with a simple

example. Two parties, Alice and Bob, decide to share a secure quantum key using

polarisation-encoded photons. They agree on a scheme that assigns binary values to

polarisation states in two non-orthogonal bases, as shown in Figure 1.2. Either basis

can then be used for encoding. The value of a polarisation-encoded photon can be

determined by placing detectors at both outputs of a polarising beam splitter, as

shown in Figure 1.3. The photons must be encoded and measured in the same basis

to accurately determine the value; when the incorrect basis is used, the photon has

equal probability of registering as zero or one.

3



1.1. MOTIVATION: PHOTONIC QUANTUM TECHNOLOGIES

Rectilinear 1 0 Diagonal 1 0

Figure 1.2: Example of QKD encoding assignments. Rectlinear and diagonal bases
can be used in polarisation-encoded QKD. The two orthogonal states in each basis are
assigned binary values for use in key generation.

= 0

= 1

0 %

1 1100 %

= 0

= 1

50 %

50 %

?

?

Correct basis Incorrect basis

Figure 1.3: Measurement of polarisation-encoded photons. A polarising beam
splitter enables Bob to determine the encoded values based on where photons are detected.
This is only accurate when the measurement is conducted in the correct basis. When the
incorrect basis is used, the photon enters either detector with equal probability.

Alice and Bob share a secure key using the process shown in Figure 1.4. Alice encodes

bits onto individual photons and sends them to Bob, randomly selecting one of the

two bases each time. Bob measures the photons to determine the bit values, also

randomly selecting a basis. At first this seems like a bad idea; Bob will select the

opposite basis to Alice half of the time, and when he does half of those measurements

will be wrong, producing a 25 % error rate in the raw key. However, Alice and Bob

communicate over a classical channel after the photons have been transmitted and

compare the bases they used. This allows them to throw away any bits that were not

measured in the same basis. Under perfect conditions, the retained bits (referred

to as the ‘sifted key’) would be identical. In practice, imperfect conditions result

in a non-zero error rate, which can be measured by comparing and discarding a

subset of the detected bits over a classical channel. The error rate can be accounted

for by determining the contributions made by system components. For example,

bits can be lost due to imperfect photon transmission and detection, and incorrect

values can be caused by false detection events. While security can be preserved in

4



1.1. MOTIVATION: PHOTONIC QUANTUM TECHNOLOGIES

1 0 0 1 01 00

1 1 00 1 01 1

Pulses sent to Bob:

Bob's basis choice:

Bob's measurements:
(25% error)

1 1 00

Alice's values:

Basis comparison:

Same-basis values:

Figure 1.4: QKD example with polarised photons. Alice sends encoded photons to
Bob, who measures each one with a random choice of the two bases. The values where
Alice and Bob used the same basis are retained to form a sifted key.

these scenarios, part of the key must be sacrificed for error correction so the cost

is a lower secure key transmission rate [15]. Eavesdropping also introduces errors;

like Bob, an eavesdropper (Eve) must select a measurement basis and has a 25 %

chance of measuring incorrect values. She then sends photons encoded with these

values onwards to Bob. The resulting increase in error rate alerts Alice and Bob to

her presence, allowing them to discard the values instead of using them to generate

a key. It can be shown [1] that if the error rate is below 11 %, Alice and Bob

can be confident that the values have not been compromised by an eavesdropper.

This is achievable; several QKD experiments have achieved error rates below 5 %

[16, 17, 18].

If the bits were encoded on multi-photon pulses, Eve could pick off part of the pulse

with a beamsplitter and send the rest to Bob without any additional errors. This

is called a ‘photon-splitting attack’. Initially, it was thought that the only way

to protect against this was to use single-photon sources [19]. However, the more

recent decoy state protocol achieves unconditional security using attenuated laser

pulses with different mean photon numbers around the level of 0.5 photons per pulse

[20, 21]. While single-photon detectors are still required in these systems, this sim-

plification of the source requirements is attractive for commercial implementations.

5



1.1. MOTIVATION: PHOTONIC QUANTUM TECHNOLOGIES

Since its proposal in 1984, QKD has been successfully demonstrated in free space and

optical fibre both with attenuated lasers [17, 22] and single-photon sources [23, 24].

QKD experiments have been carried out at visible [25, 26] and telecom wavelengths

[16, 17] and with several different protocols [14, 20, 27, 28]. The ultimate goal is

to distribute a secure key quickly, accurately and over large distances. Secure key

rates above 1 Mbit/s over 20 km of optical fibre have been achieved [17], but the

rate decreases with fibre length due to increased attenuation. In addition to improv-

ing detection efficiency and reducing error rates, routes to increasing transmission

distance include the use of satellites [26, 29] and quantum repeaters [30]. Current

designs for quantum repeaters require single-photon sources [31], which could affect

the suitability of attenuated lasers for long-distance QKD and increase the demand

for high-performance single-photon sources.

One requirement that is common to all practical implementations of QKD is a

precise understanding of the performance of the components. This is especially

important for commercial systems. Current efforts to develop unified international

standards for QKD security and associated device characterisation are described in

Ref. [9]. To detect eavesdroppers and provide usable keys, the contributions made

by apparatus to bit error rates need to be characterised and minimised. For example,

the rate of false events in the detector needs to be known. Timing properties are

important for achieving rapid key transmission. Detection efficiency can also affect

the key rate because missing bits increases the time required to produce a specific

key length. It is also important to understand and account for the possibility of

‘blinding attacks’, where an eavesdropper could potentially control the bit stream

received by Bob’s detectors using tailored bright illumination [32]. It must also be

ensured that encoding techniques do not unintentionally affect other properties of

the photons, for example their spectra; information must not leak into side channels

as this would compromise the security of the transmitted key by providing the

eavesdropper with an alternative route to gaining information about the key [30].

In summary, accurate device characterisation is crucial to ensuring that practical

QKD systems achieve unconditional security.
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1.1.2 Quantum computing

Quantum computing represents a paradigm shift for algorithm optimisation; the

replacement of classical bits with quantum equivalents (‘qubits’) allows a system to

exist in multiple states simultaneously. This changes the way that algorithms scale

such that some can be achieved exponentially faster [13]. Shor’s factoring algorithm

is an important example of this because the ability to rapidly factorise large numbers

would compromise much of current encryption [15]. Progress in quantum comput-

ing therefore also drives the development of QKD. This section briefly describes

quantum computing in relation to photonic devices.

The main resource that is used in quantum computing is entanglement. Entangled

objects are correlated in such a way that measuring one reveals the state of the other.

In quantum mechanical terms, this means that the wavefunction describing the two

objects is not separable [33]. This is memorably illustrated by the famous thought

experiment about Schrödinger’s cat (see Figure 1.5); by placing a cat in a box with

a radioactive source that is connected to a cyanide trigger, radioactive decay and

felicide become inextricably linked [15]. Before lifting the lid, the state inside the

box can only be described as a probabilistic combination of both eventualities - an

entangled state. Once opened, it is possible to determine if the source has decayed

by observing the condition of the cat.

|Ψ⟩ =     (|          ⟩+|            ⟩)1
√2

Figure 1.5: Schrödinger’s entangled cat. In this famous thought experiment, a cat
is placed in a box with a radioactive source whose decay triggers the release of cyanide.
This entangles the state of the cat with that of the source; at the point where there is a
50 % probability that the source has decayed, the state |Ψ〉 takes the illustrated form.

Under the right conditions, entangled photon pairs can be generated by radiative

cascades from excited quantised systems. Conservation requirements can produce

cascades of two photons that are always opposite in polarisation, but where the

polarisation of the individual photons varies randomly. The polarisations of the two

7
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photons are therefore correlated - the polarisation of one photon can be determined

by measuring the other. Similarly to the state depicted in Figure 1.5, this could be

expressed in the rectilinear basis as:

|Ψ〉 =
1√
2

(|H1V2〉+ |V1H2〉) (1.1)

where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to each of the two photons. The entangled state in

Equation 1.1 exists in both polarisation configurations with equal probability until

it is measured. If binary integers were to be associated with the two polarisations,

then Equation 1.1 would represent a two-qubit state containing equal components

of the configurations |10〉 and |01〉. This is a simple illustration of how qubits made

from entangled states can simultaneously exist in multiple configurations.

The theoretical development of quantum computing extends far beyond what is

currently possible in the laboratory [13]. The conditions required to make a real

quantum computer are an enormous technical challenge; several candidate systems

are being intensively researched, but it is not clear if any will achieve computation

on a sufficiently large scale to be useful [2]. Nevertheless, photons are one of the

main contenders for realising a practical, scalable quantum computer [34], as their

speed and minimal interaction with the environment helps to preserve entanglement.

In addition to entanglement, another requirement of many quantum computing

schemes is the ability to make qubits interact at specific junctures; this was a major

obstacle for photonic schemes until linear optical quantum computing was proposed

in 2001 [8]. Instead of forcing photons to interact at a specific point (which is

difficult, perhaps impossible [2]), this scheme uses specific paths between single-

photon sources and detectors to allow the required states to be post-selected based

on detection events. Systems employing this technique are being developed; the

most advanced demonstrations of Shor’s factoring algorithm to date with linear

optical systems have successfully factorised N = 15 [35] and N = 21 [36]. It is clear

that significant progress is required before photonic quantum factoring algorithms

pose a serious threat to current encryption techniques.
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The main obstacle to achieving scalable photonic quantum computing is the prob-

abilistic nature of post-selection. There is also the technical challenge of increasing

numbers of single-photon sources and detectors. Inefficient sources and detectors

produce errors, which can only be accommodated up to an error-correction thresh-

old which depends on the specific techniques being employed. The lowest reported

requirement is for a combined source and detector efficiency greater than two-thirds

[37], which means exceeding 82.5 % efficiency with two equally-efficient devices. This

is an extremely daunting benchmark to achieve with current single-photon technolo-

gies. Optimised timing performance is a clear benefit because it determines the rate

at which operations can be performed. Additionally, linear optical quantum com-

puting requires indistinguishable photons; these are described in Section 2.2. Recent

developments and the current state of the art in single-photon production and de-

tection are reviewed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.

1.1.3 Single-photon devices and optical fibre

The development of fibre-based quantum photonic systems enables them to be in-

tegrated with existing fibre telecommunications networks. Optical fibre is flexible

and robust, and allows communication between points which cannot be connected

via free space links. In order for quantum photonic applications to make the best

use of standard silica glass fibre, experiments need to be conducted at wavelengths

that experience low loss; 1.31 µm and 1.55 µm (shown in Figure 1.6).

Single-photon detection at telecom wavelengths is a significant challenge; the small

photon energy (∼ 1 eV = 1.6 × 10−19 J) lies beyond the spectral sensitivity of estab-

lished, silicon-based single-photon detectors [38]. Single-photon detectors operating

at telecom wavelengths tend to have poorer performance [39], but these devices have

progressed rapidly over the last decade [40]. The development of single-photon de-

tectors and the current state of the art in photon detection are reviewed in Section

2.1. Chapter 3 details the construction and characterisation of a superconducting

nanowire single-photon detector system.
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Figure 1.6: Loss versus wavelength in standard SMF28 optical fibre [41]

Sources that operate at the single-photon level can be produced with attenuated

lasers, nonlinear optical processes and single quantum emitters [39]. Any practi-

cal source must have both high generation and collection efficiencies, and be able

to match the emission rate required by the intended application. Telecom wave-

length sources are relatively straightforward to realise with attenuated lasers and

nonlinear optical techniques. These sources can be used in some applications, but

neither source can guarantee the production of a single photon at a specific time.

Single quantum emitters have the potential to achieve this goal, but producing high-

performance sources at these wavelengths remains a challenge. Self-assembled III-V

semiconductor quantum dots are promising candidates for single-photon generation

at 1.3 µm [42, 43]. The development of single-photon sources is reviewed in Section

2.2. Chapter 4 describes the single-photon source experiment at NPL, which is based

on self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum dots in micropillar cavities with emission at

wavelengths around 900 nm.

It is important to determine and minimise the probability of multi-photon emis-

sion from sources because some applications specifically require single-photon states.

This can be characterised by measuring the second-order correlation function with

a Hanbury Brown and Twiss interferometer [44]. In this experiment, single-photon

emission is confirmed by the lack of simultaneous detection events from two out-
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put ports of a beam splitter. This measurement is described in Section 2.2.2 and

performed in Section 4.4.

The ability to quantify photon indistinguishability is also important because it is

required in linear optical quantum computing. Indistinguishability can be measured

with a Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment [45], which overlaps two identically-polarised

photons on a beamsplitter and correlates detection events on the two output ports.

Two-photon interference causes indistinguishable photons to exit from one port to-

gether, which prevents simultaneous detection events. Section 2.2.3 describes this

measurement in more detail, and Section 4.5 presents the design and characterisation

of a Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment.

High-resolution spectral measurement plays an important role in source characteri-

sation. One application is investigating the degeneracy of transitions from quantum

emitters with a view to producing entangled photon states [46]. As mentioned in

Section 1.1.1, spectral characterisation can also be used in QKD systems to verify

that information is not leaked into side channels. Scanning Fabry-Pérot interferom-

eters (SFPIs) have been used to perform high-resolution single-photon spectroscopy

on quantum dots with emission wavelengths around 900 nm [46, 47, 48]. To facilitate

the characterisation of fibre-compatible sources, a telecom-wavelength SFPI system

has been designed and constructed, and forms the subject of Chapter 5.
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1.2 Summary of presented work

This thesis reports on three interlinked projects, spanning single-photon production,

detection and spectral characterisation. Their common goal is the development of

quantum photonic measurement systems, with a focus on the use of a superconduct-

ing nanowire single-photon detector (SNSPD). Chapter 2 provides an overall review

of the relevant literature, then each project and its results is presented separately

in a self-contained chapter.

Chapter 3 reports on the construction and characterisation of a SNSPD system.

This instrument enables telecom wavelength single photons to be detected with

excellent timing resolution and a low dark count rate. Chapter 4 describes measure-

ments made on quantum-dot single-photon sources, including the design and char-

acterisation of a Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment to measure photon indistinguishabil-

ity. Chapter 5 presents the design, construction and characterisation of a scanning

Fabry-Pérot interferometer (SFPI) that, in conjunction with the new SNSPD sys-

tem, can perform high-resolution single-photon spectroscopy at telecom wavelengths.

The capacity to perform these measurements is important for assessing quantum

photonic sources, and extends the capabilities of the single-photon metrology group

at NPL.
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Chapter 2

Approaches to generating and

detecting single photons

2.1 Single-photon detectors

In addition to quantum photonics, single-photon detectors are relevant in fields as

diverse as time-of-flight ranging [49], biophysics [50] and ground-to-space communi-

cations [29]. This is because they are used to detect weak optical signals as well as

true single-photon emission. Applications place a range of demands on detectors;

Section 2.1.1 describes the main detector performance characteristics. Section 2.1.2

introduces some common and high-performance single-photon detectors and their

differing capabilities. A superconducting nanowire single-photon detector (SNSPD)

system was constructed as part of this work (detailed in Chapter 3). Section 2.1.3

therefore concludes with a detailed account of the operation and development of

SNSPDs.
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2.1.1 Detector performance characteristics

The main characteristics for assessing detector performance can be defined as follows:

• Jitter (∆t): Jitter describes the timing uncertainty in the output signal from

a detector, which broadens features in a temporal correlation histogram. It is

defined as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of a correlation peak where

the detector is the only significant source of timing uncertainty. Measurements

of detector jitter are reported in Section 3.3.3.

• Reset time: A single-photon detector is often insensitive to incoming photons

while a detection event is occurring. This period is commonly called the reset

time (τdetector). There is also a finite inactive period associated with timing

electronics (τelectronics). The longer of the two periods limits the maximum

photon detection rate.

• Efficiency: The overall system detection efficiency (ηSDE) is defined as the

proportion of incoming photons that result in detection events. It is a prod-

uct of the coupling efficiency to the active area of the detector (ηcoupling), the

absorption efficiency of the active material (ηabsorption), and the quantum ef-

ficiency (ηQE) - the efficiency with which absorbed photons are converted to

output pulses.

ηSDE = ηcoupling × ηabs × ηQE (2.1)

This separation of terms is useful for assessing emerging detection technologies,

where the coupling and absorption factors may not yet be optimised.

• Dark count rate (D) and afterpulsing: Dark counts are false detection

events. They can be caused by thermal or electrical fluctuations falsely trig-

gering the detection mechanism. The noise in a signal due to dark counts

can be reduced by gating, which involves only switching the detector on when

photons are expected.
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Afterpulses are false events that occur after a true detection event. In semi-

conductor detectors, they can be caused by the delayed release of a trapped

electron. Gating can also be used to reduce the detection of afterpulsing events.

• Photon number resolution: Detectors with single-photon sensitivity often

respond the same way when there are multiple incident photons. Single-photon

detection is verified by carefully calibrating an attenuated test source. Some

types of detectors can resolve the number of incident photons. This is an

important property in quantum photonics applications that use multi-photon

states [51], and facilitates the extension of optical metrology down to the

single-photon level [52].

• Spectral range: The sensitivity of a detector at low photon energies deter-

mines the longest wavelength at which it can detect single photons. Detector

properties commonly vary with wavelength, so it is important to consider de-

tector specifications at the wavelength of interest.

It is not useful to consider any of these properties in isolation; the detector with the

highest efficiency might also have the highest dark count rate, which is problematic

for QKD and quantum computing. A figure of merit tailored to quantum informa-

tion applications was proposed by Hadfield in 2009 [40] and has been adopted in

subsequent articles [39, 53]:

H =
ηSDE
D∆t

(2.2)

This quantity, H, scales the detection efficiency by the number of dark counts D

in the smallest possible gate period, which is set by the jitter of the detector ∆t.

This therefore represents the best possible ratio of signal to dark counts that can be

achieved with the detector.
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2.1.2 Photon detection mechanisms

The first detector to record single photons was the photomultiplier tube in the

1940s [38]. Still in use today, the photomultiplier tube is based on cathode ray tube

technology and the photoelectric effect; a photon incident on a cathode releases an

electron, which is accelerated across a potential to a series of dynodes. The energy

of one electron hitting a dynode releases a cascade of secondary electrons, which are

then accelerated to the next dynode. This charge multiplication process results in a

measurable current pulse at the anode [54]. Photomultiplier tubes can provide ex-

cellent timing resolution (jitter ∼ 20 ps [38]). Efficiency and spectral range depend

on the choice of photocathode material. Materials that can detect at telecom wave-

lengths have quite low efficiencies, achieving around 2 % system detection efficiency

at 1550 nm, with a 1 kHz dark count rate [40]. As photomultiplier tubes are housed

under vacuum, they are large and fragile compared to the semiconductor-based de-

tectors that were later developed.

Avalanche photodiodes are solid-state photodetectors that use semiconductor ma-

terials for charge production and amplification. Photons incident on a reverse bi-

ased p-n junction excite electron-hole pairs in the depletion region, which are then

accelerated towards the bias electrodes. The accelerating charges excite further

electron-hole pairs, creating an avalanche that results in a measurable pulse. In

the 1960s, it was found that biasing an avalanche photodiode beyond its breakdown

voltage resulted in sensitivity to single photons [55]. Devices operated in this way

were differentiated with the name ‘single-photon avalanche diodes’ (SPADs). The

minimum detectable photon energy is determined by the semiconductor band gap;

silicon SPADs have been developed into very successful single-photon detectors for

wavelengths shorter than 1 µm, but materials with smaller band gaps such as In-

GaAs are required to reach longer wavelengths. While InGaAs SPADs perform well

on individual characteristics, they suffer considerable performance trade-offs com-

pared to their silicon counterparts [56]. A recently reported silicon SPAD achieved

73.8 % system detection efficiency at λ = 600 nm with a 2.2 kHz dark count rate

[57]. For InGaAs SPADs, system detection efficiencies up to 45 % at λ = 1310 nm
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have been achieved by increasing the overbias voltage, which also increases the dark

count rate [56]. Recent efforts to improve timing performance and lower dark counts

used quenching resistors to reduce the avalanche charge and sophisticated electron-

ics to read out the smaller pulses, achieving 10 % system detection efficiency at

λ = 1550 nm with a jitter of 30 ps FWHM and a 100 Hz dark count rate [58].

Visible light photon counters emerged in the late 1990s, offering much higher detec-

tion efficiency than the available silicon SPADs: 88 % at λ = 694 nm [59]). Also

based on silicon, these detectors have separate absorption and charge multiplication

areas, are operated at cryogenic temperatures (∼ 7 K) and offer photon number reso-

lution [60]. Drawbacks of visible light photon counters include high dark count rates

(∼ 20 kHz [59]) , long reset times (∼ 100 ns [59]) and being limited to sub-micron

wavelengths [61].

The superior performance of silicon-based single-photon detectors led to the develop-

ment of upconversion systems to address their wavelength limitation. These systems

induce sum-frequency generation with a strong pump laser to convert near-infrared

photons to visible wavelengths [62, 63]. Early implementations suffered high dark

count rates; pump photons that underwent spontaneous parametric downconver-

sion were converted to visible wavelengths for detection alongside the true photon

signal. More recent detector systems have addressed this problem by using pump

wavelengths longer than the wavelength of interest. This means that downconverted

pump photons are outside the phase matched bandwidth for upconversion and so

do not contribute to the dark count rate [64]. While dark counts remain a drawback

of this type of detector, system detection efficiencies up to 59 % have been achieved

[39].

Superconductors can also be used to detect single photons. The energy gap be-

tween superconducting and normal ground states is a few meV, which means it can

easily be disrupted by the ∼ 1 eV energy of telecom-wavelength photons [65]. Tran-

sition edge sensors and superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors are two

examples of successful infrared single-photon detectors based on superconductors.

Transition edge sensors operate at the critical temperature of the superconducting
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material. When a photon is absorbed, a small active area maintained at the tran-

sition temperature experiences a measurable change in resistance. With a voltage

bias across the active area, this causes a dip in current flow that scales with pho-

ton energy, facilitating photon number resolution [66, 67]. Transition edge sensors

have been developed to resolve up to 1000 photons, which provides scope for link-

ing quantum metrology with conventional radiometry [68]. This type of detector

is also exceptionally efficient when embedded in an optical cavity, with recent de-

vices yielding 98 % system detection efficiency at 850 nm [69] and 95 % at 1550 nm

[70]. Drawbacks of transition edge sensors include long reset times, high jitter and

low operating temperature (∼ 100 mK), but they currently offer the highest system

detection efficiency [39].

The superconducting nanowire single-photon detector (SNSPD) is triggered by ex-

ceeding the critical current density rather than critical temperature. In operation,

a superconducting nanowire is biased very close to its critical current - the absorp-

tion of a single photon creates a resistive hotspot which momentarily perturbs the

current distribution and generates a fast voltage pulse [65]. SNSPDs exhibit excel-

lent timing performance, including jitter below 30 ps FWHM [71] and reset times

below 10 ns [72]. Early devices with NbN nanowires had ηSDE < 1 %, but more

recently efficiencies of ηSDE > 23 % at telecom wavelengths have been reported for

NbTiN nanowires on oxidised silicon substrates [73]. Additionally, the recent devel-

opment of devices based on WSi nanowire has provided a breakthrough in efficiency,

increasing ηSDE to ∼ 90 % with cavity-enhanced devices [74, 75].

Superconducting detectors already offer impressive performance; continuing reports

of improvement indicate that they are yet to reach technical maturity. However,

they require operating temperatures below 10 K which limits their utility in some

applications. While closed-cycle cryocoolers can be used to produce practical de-

tector systems [76], InGaAs SPADs operate at room temperature or with Peltier

cooling, and are also continuing to improve [77]. While there are still trade-offs be-

tween efficiency, timing and dark counts, detector technologies are moving towards

simultaneous high performance in these areas. As commercial systems emerge and

application requirements become more diverse, future trade-offs are likely to pertain
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to operating temperature and the development of low-noise, large area, multi-pixel

arrays. An exhaustive account of infrared single-photon detector development is be-

yond the scope of this review; references [39] and [40] address the topic in detail with

great clarity. This section continues with a more in-depth examination of SNSPDs.

2.1.3 Superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors

Fast photon detection with superconducting nanowires was proposed in the mid-

1990s [78, 79] and demonstrated in 2001 [65]. The absorption of a photon can cause

the nanowire to become resistive for a short period, after which the superconducting

state is restored without the need for an active reset mechanism. This process results

in a measurable voltage pulse [79].

NbN 
MgO 

Figure 2.1: The SNSPD photon detection mechanism. An incident photon creates
a local ‘hot spot’ where the Cooper pairs in the material are broken for a short time period.
During this time, the bias current flows around the hot spot, which increases the local
current density. If this exceeds the critical current density, a short-lived resistive region
forms across the width of the wire, resulting in a measurable output pulse.

The SNSPD photon detection mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2.1. A bias current

that is close to the nanowire’s critical current is applied. The local heating caused

by photon absorption creates a resistive ‘hot spot’ on the wire, which the current

diverts around. If the diverted current exceeds the critical current density, an entire

cross section of the wire becomes resistive until the energy is dissipated. This pro-

cess produces a measurable voltage pulse [80]. As the mechanism is not based on

the superconducting transition temperature, the nanowires are typically maintained

several degrees below their critical temperature using liquid helium or a closed-cycle

refrigerator.

From the outset, SNSPDs were noted for their excellent timing properties. Their
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fast switching and natural recovery mechanism result in low timing jitter (< 30 ps

FWHM [71]) and a short reset time (< 10 ns [72]), while the small energy gap

between superconducting and resistive ground states means that their single-photon

sensitivity extends to wavelengths of several microns [81]. Their low dark count

rate (< 1 kHz, bias dependent) facilitates free-running operation, which enables

photoluminescence lifetime studies that are not limited by a gate window. Recent

developments in device geometry [82] and material [83] have yielded devices with

extremely low dark count rates, which benefits quantum information applications.

Achieving high system detection efficiencies with SNSPDs posed a considerable chal-

lenge because the superconducting active area is necessarily very small and thin. To

increase the coupling efficiency, nanowire geometries have evolved from a single

straight wire [65] to much longer wires in meander designs covering square [84, 85]

and circular areas [73] (shown in Figure 2.2). The production of larger meanders is

limited by the increased occurrence of imperfections in the wire during fabrication.

They are referred to as constrictions and have a lower critical current density relative

to the rest of the wire. This reduces the maximum bias current that can be applied,

which lowers the detection efficiency [86] and results in a spatially non-uniform re-

sponse [87]. Approaches to increasing device area include the development of grids

of parallel nanowires and arrays of shorter nanowires (also illustrated in Figure 2.2)

[88, 89]. Additionally, major improvements in system detection efficiency have been

achieved by using optical cavities and anti-reflection coatings to increase the pho-

ton absorption efficiency [90, 91]. Using these approaches, ηSDE has improved from

below 1 % to greater than 23 % at 1310 nm with a 1 kHz dark count rate [73, 92, 93].

The optimal selection of superconductor and substrate materials has also been in-

vestigated. The first devices were made from NbN [65], which is still used in SNSPD

systems [72], aided by improvements in thin film deposition methods [84]. NbTiN

devices have also been successful, exhibiting comparable efficiency to NbN with

lower dark count rates [94]. Sapphire was initially a common substrate [65, 95]; this

was an obstacle for the development of integrated photonic circuits because the high

fabrication temperatures (∼ 900 oC) that were typically used can cause outgassing

in some materials [96]. This led to the use of MgO [84, 96], Si [91] and LiNbO3
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straight wire meander circular meander SNAP nanowire array

Figure 2.2: Development of nanowire geometries. In order to increase coupling
efficiency, nanowire designs evolved from a straight wire to meanders covering square and
circular areas. The superconducting nanowire avalanche photodiode, or SNAP, is a parallel
nanowire array whose shorter wires provide a faster reset time. Nanowire arrays also have
a faster recovery than a single meander, facilitating the development of larger-area devices.

[97] as alternative substrate materials; nanowires have also been directly integrated

with Si3N4 waveguide structures [98]. The efficiency of NbN and NbTiN devices has

recently been surpassed by nanowires made from an amorphous WSi alloy. Sim-

ple meander devices have achieved system detection efficiencies from 19 % to 40 %,

with saturated efficiency above a certain bias point observed across wavelengths

from 672 nm to 1850 nm. This is thought to be due to saturated internal quantum

efficiency, and relaxes the fabrication requirements for optimised devices [83]. More

complex devices based on this material have recently achieved a significant improve-

ment to ηSDE > 90 % at 1550 nm, with a reset time of 40 ns and jitter of 150 ps

FWHM, at operating temperatures ≤ 2 K [75]. With efficiency maximised, these

systems exhibit dark count rates ≤ 1 kHz [75]. This is attributed to fibre-coupled

blackbody radiation because the dark count rate drops below 1 Hz when no fibre

is present near the nanowire device [74]. While the jitter and reset time are larger

than for typical niobium-based SNSPDs, the timing properties of WSi nanowires are

considerably better than transition edge sensors, which are the only other detector

to offer ηSDE > 90 % at 1550 nm. It is anticipated that improvements in the cavity

and nanowire designs will yield devices with efficiencies approaching 100 % [74].

The ‘wire grid’ structure of a nanowire meander causes polarisation-dependent pho-

ton absorption [99]. This effect becomes stronger with increasing wavelength [100]

and decreasing fill factor, where fill factor is the fraction of the active area cov-

ered by the nanowire [99]. Polarisation dependence can be reduced by using spiral

meanders or orthogonally-oriented panels of nanowires at the cost of a lower, aver-

aged efficiency across all input polarisations [94]. More recently, stacking orthogonal
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nanowire meanders was demonstrated to reduce polarisation dependence to the 2 %

level without compromising efficiency [74].

The SNSPD reset time depends on the dissipation of the absorbed photon energy and

the recovery of the initial bias current distribution in the superconducting nanowire.

While the hotspot region typically grows and disappears in under a nanosecond

[101], kinetic inductance limits the rate at which the current can recover to its full

bias level [102]. The kinetic inductance scales linearly with wire length, which means

that devices aiming to improve efficiency with longer wires covering larger areas also

recover more slowly, limiting the maximum detection rate [102]. It is therefore a

challenge to develop faster SNSPD devices while improving or at least maintaining

the detection efficiency. One approach is to cover the same area with a shorter

nanowire (i.e. with a lower fill factor), then increase the absorption efficiency by

using an integrated nano-antenna to enhance the field strength in the active area

[72]. Another approach is to use an an array of shorter nanowires [103] (illustrated in

Figure 2.2). Multi-pixel devices achieve the same efficiency as equivalent single-wire

meanders with a higher maximum count rate, but require more complex readout

electronics [71]. Such devices have been used to resolve photon number [71] and to

conduct beamsplitter-free multi-photon correlation measurements [104].

An alternative approach to making faster devices without compromising detection

efficiency is to connect adjacent wires in parallel (see Figure 2.2). When a photon is

absorbed in one nanowire, the current diverts into the other nanowires and they all

become resistive, triggering an output pulse [88]. These devices are referred to as

superconducting nanowire avalanche photodetectors (SNAPs), and have successfully

demonstrated reset times of 3.3 ns while maintaining ηSDE = 20 % at 1550 nm [105].

To summarise, SNSPDs have intrinsically excellent timing properties, low dark

counts and wide spectral sensitivity. Developments over the last few years have

increased system detection efficiencies from below 1 % to around 90 % [75]. With

a number of companies now selling commercial SNSPD systems [106], SNSPDs are

highly competitive single-photon detectors for optical quantum information process-

ing at telecom wavelengths.
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2.2 Single-photon sources

Quantum photonics puts the investigation of photon emission in a new context.

In addition to revealing the underlying structure of an emitter, photons can be

characterised to determine their suitability for a range of applications. In fact, pho-

tonic sources are being specifically developed for quantum information applications.

Section 2.2.1 describes the key properties that need to be optimised, followed by

a more detailed discussion of photon characterisation in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3.

Photon production mechanisms are briefly reviewed in Section 2.2.4, then Section

2.2.5 describes quantum dot (QD) single-photon sources, which form the subject of

the experimental work presented in Chapter 4.

2.2.1 Source performance characteristics

A perfect source of single photons would have the following properties [39]:

• Photon emission when triggered, with negligible timing jitter

• 100 % efficiency (photon emission at every trigger)

• Exclusive single-photon emission (no multi-photon events)

• Emission of indistinguishable photons

• Optimised repetition rate (negligible reset time)

Real photon sources are assessed with reference to this ideal and compared with

the requirements of specific applications; the appropriate central wavelength and

spectral bandwidth is application-dependent, as is the tolerance of imperfections.

Three mechanisms are commonly used in quantum photonics to produce light at

the single-photon level:

1. Attenuation of laser pulses

2. Non-linear processes

3. Excitation of systems with discrete, quantised energy states
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Photonic sources can be categorised in several ways; Eisaman et al. consider non-

linear sources to be ‘probabilistic single-photon sources’, quantised systems to be

‘deterministic single-photon sources’ and do not review attenuated laser sources [39],

while Lounis et al. refer to lasers and nonlinear sources together as ‘macroscopic

sources’ and quantised systems as ‘microscopic single-photon sources’ [107]. Other

reviews of single-photon sources exclusively consider quantised systems and sub-

categorise based on emission control techniques [108] or the strength with which

the system is coupled to an emission-enhancing cavity [109]. This review considers

photonic sources grouped by production mechanism according to the above list.

The term ‘deterministic’ is used to encompass both unit emission efficiency and

emission at a well-defined point in time. Sources based on attenuated lasers or

nonlinear processes cannot be deterministic because their photon emission obeys

Poisson statistics and therefore cannot occur with unit emission efficiency [15, 109,

110]. Sources based on single quantum emitters have the potential to approach

the deterministic ideal; a common technique is to prepare a single emitter in an

excited state that relaxes by emitting a single photon. The jitter of such a source

is typically limited by the lifetime of the radiative state [108], but can be reduced

by introducing a competing non-radiative decay channel [111]. A technique that

provides more precise control over photon emission is stimulated Raman scattering

involving adiabatic passage (STIRAP) [112]. This technically challenging approach

facilitates the production of single anti-Stokes photons into a single cavity mode

with unit emission efficiency, negligible timing jitter and the possibility of tuning

the properties of the photon wavepacket [113].

In practice, sources with unit emission efficiency cannot deliver photons perfectly

deterministically due to collection losses. The overall efficiency of a source (ηsource)

depends on the efficiencies with which photons are emitted (ηemission) and collected

for delivery to an experiment (ηcollection):

ηsource = ηemission × ηcollection (2.3)

The collection efficiency is often taken to be the fraction of emitted light that is

collected by the first lens after the source [114]. Collection efficiency can be improved
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with the use of cavities, lenses and waveguides [7]. High-finesse cavities designed

for STIRAP have achieved directional emission such that ηcollection = 89 % [115],

while a state-of-the-art source based on a quantum dot in a tapered nanowire cavity

has achieved ηsource = 72 % [116]. With nonlinear sources, heralding efficiencies as

high as 85 % [117] have been reported; this is the efficiency with which a photon is

delivered after detection of the heralding signal. In this experiment, the probability

of producing a pair of photons in a given pump pulse was 0.001 [117].

2.2.2 Photon emission statistics

source 
emission

detector 
1

detector 
2

event 
correlator

Figure 2.3: Hanbury Brown and Twiss intensity interferometer. A light source is
incident on a beamsplitter and detected at both output ports. A correlator measures time
delays between events at the two detectors and creates a histogram of those time delays.
In the diagram, red paths are optical and black paths are electrical.

The Hanbury Brown and Twiss experiment provides information about a light source

by correlating the intensities at two photodetectors. It was originally used to mea-

sure the angular diameter of stars by correlating intensities at different positions

[44]. In quantum optics, the detectors are fixed as shown in Figure 2.3 and detec-

tion events are correlated as a function of time delay, τ . This temporal correlation

histogram represents the second-order correlation function of the source, g(2)(τ),

which can be written in terms of the intensity measured by each detector, I1,2(t):

g(2)(τ) =
〈I1(t)I2(t+ τ)〉
〈I1(t)〉〈I2(t+ τ)〉

(2.4)

For coherent laser light, which has a constant intensity and Poissonian photon num-

ber distribution, correlation events occur at all time delays with equal probability.
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This is illustrated in Figure 2.4 a). Sources with fluctuating intensities exhibit a

correlation maximum at τ = 0. This is due to a higher proportion of photons being

emitted in the periods of high intensity, which increases the probability of measur-

ing two photons close together in time. Emission with this property is referred to

as ‘bunched’, and the specific form of the feature can be Lorentzian or Gaussian

depending on the dominant spectral broadening mechanism [118]. These cases are

illustrated in Figure 2.4 alongside another interesting case: antibunching.

- 5 0 50

1

2 c )  b u n c h e da )  c o h e r e n t

g(2)
(τ)

b )  a n t i b u n c h e d
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 L o r e n t z i a n
 G a u s s i a n

Figure 2.4: Photon emission statistics. a) Coherent emission has a flat correlation
histogram as a function of time delay; b) Perfect antibunching (calculated for lifetime-
limited emission with a 1 ns lifetime [119]); c) Bunched light sources with Gaussian and
Lorentzian broadening (calculated using 1 ns time constants in equations from [15]).

An ideal single-photon source produces perfectly antibunched light, meaning that

g(2)(τ = 0) = 0. When a source never simultaneously emits more than one photon,

the two detectors cannot fire simultaneously. Consequently, at τ = 0 either I1(t)

or I2(t) must be zero, which makes g(2)(τ = 0) = 0. As a classical wave is always

divided equally at a 50:50 beamsplitter, this result cannot be explained without

treating light as a quantised stream of photons [120].

The first observations of antibunching were in the radiative emission of excited atoms

[120, 121]. This provided evidence that transitions between quantised states release

single photons, which made the notion of a single-photon source a real possibility.

The potential impact of photons in quantum information applications (which was

discussed in Section 1.1.2) drove extensive research into making such sources a re-

ality. Near-perfect antibunching has been reported for sources based on trapped
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ions [122], atoms [123] and quantum dots [124]. Excellent antibunching has also

been produced with heralded SPDC-based sources (g(2)(τ = 0) = 0.0014 [125]), but

this can only be achieved with low emission efficiency because the probability of

generating multiple photon pairs increases with pump power.

2.2.3 Photon indistinguishability

Photon indistinguishability is utilised in optical quantum computing [8] and more

generally in the production of entangled states [126]. It describes the similarity

between photons; perfect indistinguishability means that the wavepackets are iden-

tical. In this case, it is not possible to tell them apart if they overlap with aligned

polarisations; this results in two-photon interference, which can be measured using a

Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometer [45]. The visibility of two-photon interference pro-

vides a quantified measure of the extent of indistinguishability. This can be thought

of as measuring the overlap integral between the two photons.

A

B

D

C

| 0C, 2D ⟩| 2C, 0D ⟩ | 1C, 1D ⟩ | 1C, 1D ⟩

Figure 2.5: Two photons at a beam splitter. The four possible output configurations
are illustrated. If the two photons are indistinguishable, the probabilities for cases |1C , 1D〉
interfere destructively and the photons always exit from one port together.

In the Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment, a photon is directed to each input port of

a beamsplitter and the detection events on the output ports are correlated as a

function of time. With the ports labelled as shown in Figure 2.5, the action of the

beamsplitter can be expressed in terms of creation operators as follows [127]:

â†A = tâ†C + râ†D (2.5)

â†B = râ†C + tâ†D (2.6)
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where the reflection and transmission coefficients R and T are |r2| and |t2| respec-

tively. When two indistinguishable photons overlap at a beamsplitter, the state at

the exit of the beamsplitter (denoted |Ψ〉) can be written as follows [127]:

|Ψ〉 = â†Aâ
†
B|0〉

= (tâ†C + râ†D)(râ†C + tâ†D)|0〉

=
[
(t2 + r2)â†C â

†
D + rtâ†C â

†
C + rtâ†Dâ

†
D

]
|0〉

= (t2 + r2)|1C , 1D〉+
√

2rt|2C , 0D〉+
√

2rt|0C , 2D〉

(2.7)

A 50:50 beamsplitter has t = 1√
2

and r = i√
2
, so the |1C , 1D〉 component in Equation

2.7 goes to zero and the photons always exit together. This provides a clear experi-

mental signature that can be observed by correlating detection events while varying

the arrival time of the two photons; only one detector will fire when the photons

enter the beamsplitter simultaneously. If two photons have orthogonal polarisations

but are identical in every other respect, interference does not occur. Instead, the

photons become entangled because their polarisations are correlated and they have

equal probability of exiting from each output port. This means that a source of

indistinguishable photons can be used to generate entangled states [15].

Hong-Ou-Mandel experiments have successfully measured two-photon interference

in the emission of a range of single-photon sources including single molecules [128],

trapped ions [122] quantum dots [129] and nonlinear photonic sources [130, 131]. An

experiment to measure the two-photon interference visibility of the emission from a

quantum dot single-photon source is described in Section 4.5.
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2.2.4 Single-photon production mechanisms

Attenuated laser sources

The simplest way to produce a source that emits an average of one photon per pulse

(denoted µ = 1) is to attenuate a pulsed laser to the single-photon level. Such

sources can operate at a wide range of wavelengths and at repetition rates in excess

of 1 GHz [17]. The drawback is that photon number follows a Poisson distribution,

so attenuation to µ = 1 results in an 18 % probability of two-photon pulses and a

36 % probability that a pulse will contain no photons at all. This can be problematic

- true single-photon emission is essential in quantum computing, while in the context

of QKD, empty pulses limit the maximum key transmission rate and multi-photon

pulses can make data vulnerable to photon-splitting attacks [19]. Techniques such

as the decoy state protocol allow key integrity to be preserved using sources that

exhibit multi-photon emission [20, 21]. This has enabled QKD experiments to be

performed with attenuated laser sources [18, 22, 17, 132].

Sources based on nonlinear optical processes

The discovery of spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC), a second-order

nonlinear process in which a photon is split into two lower energy photons, provided

another route to single-photon generation [133]. In 1986, an experiment success-

fully used SPDC to produce localised one-photon states at 659 nm and 746 nm by

detecting one photon in a pair to herald the presence of the other [134]. Sources

based on nonlinear materials can be designed to produce photons at specific wave-

lengths over a wide spectral range including the telecoms region [125, 135], and can

be pumped with ultrafast lasers to produce photons with negligible timing jitter

[136]. There is a trade-off between the rates of true and accidental coincident pho-

ton pairs that can be achieved, that depends on factors including the pump power

and acceptance bandwidth. As with attenuated lasers, the production of photon

pairs via SPDC follows a Poisson distribution, limiting the maximum single-pair

rate that can be achieved while simultaneously minimising multi-pair events. A

recent experiment achieved a pair production rate of 2.6× 106 pairs/s/mW with

a true-to-accidental coincidence rate of 4:1 [137]. While the downconversion pro-
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cess is inherently probabilistic, the probability of delivering a photon at a specific

point in time can be increased by holding the heralded photon in a storage loop

until it is required [138]. Another method multiplexes the output from of several

simultaneously-pumped crystals and uses a triggered switch to select one path that

contains a photon [139]. Such techniques bring these sources closer to deterministic

performance.

Four-wave mixing is a third-order (χ(3)) nonlinear process that can also be used

to generate single photons. Two pump photons are converted into a pair of corre-

lated photons, within the constraints of energy and momentum conservation. These

photon pairs can be produced by pumping an optical fibre that has the required

χ(3) optical nonlinearity, and can be used as a photon pair source [140, 141] or to

produce heralded single photons [142]. Sources have been demonstrated at wave-

lengths ranging from 650 nm [142] to 1550 nm [141]. One recent experiment reports

telecom-wavelength photon pair generation at a rate of 10 MHz with a signal-to-

noise ratio of 100 [143]. The confinement of the generated photons in optical fibre

improves their spatial mode compared to direct emission into free space, which in

turn improves the collection efficiency. Similarly, the use of waveguide structures

with SPDC-based sources has also been demonstrated to improve collection effi-

ciency [137]. Correlated photons from nonlinear processes can also directly provide

polarisation- or frequency-entangled photon pairs [126, 130]. Entangled photons are

crucial in optical quantum computing [34]; as such, the use of nonlinear materials

to create entangled photon sources is also an active field of research.

Sources based on quantised systems

Single-photon sources can be made using isolated quantum emitters by exciting a

radiative state and selecting the subsequently-emitted photon with a spectral fil-

ter. This process can be controlled with higher timing resolution than the free-

space lifetime of the state by coupling the emitter to a resonant cavity [144, 112]

(emitter-cavity coupling is discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.5). Producing

high-performance single-photon sources from quantum emitters is a considerable

challenge; consequently, the majority of quantum photonics experiments are car-
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ried out with nonlinear sources [42]. Nevertheless, applications such as quantum

computing need truly deterministic single-photon sources in order to be successful;

single atoms [145], ions [146] and molecules [147], quantum dots [148] and solid-state

defects [149] have all been investigated for this purpose.

A single-photon source based on a single trapped ion was first demonstrated in 1987

[150]. Compared to neutral atoms, ions can be positioned and isolated more accu-

rately [39] and trapped for longer periods [146]. A single-photon source based on a

single neutral atom was reported in 2004 [145]. With high efficiencies and repetition

rates, it is possible to trap a single atom for a sufficient period to be useful in quan-

tum information applications, despite their shorter trapped duration [151]. The

difficulty of integrating cavities into ion trapping experiments make single atoms

better suited to experiments that employ cavity enhancement techniques [152]. The

coupling of a radiative transition to the mode of an optical cavity enhances photon

emission rates in the weak coupling regime [144]. In the strong coupling regime,

photons can be produced via a process called STIRAP (stimulated Raman scatter-

ing involving adiabatic passage), in which a photon is deterministically created in a

specific cavity mode [112, 145, 152]. Single ions have been successfully used to prob-

abilistically produce indistinguishable photons [122], entangled ion-photon systems

[153] and single photons with highly controlled properties [154]. Recent publications

report 17 % overall source efficiency at 780 nm with a 10 MHz repetition rate using

a single 85Rb atom [155], and use of a single trapped 40Ca ion to deliver 866 nm

photons to a detector with 11 % efficiency [152].

Single photons can also be generated with single molecules isolated in solid state

structures, which is much more straightforward than using trapping techniques [156].

A room temperature single-photon source based on a single molecule was demon-

strated in 2000 [157]. The downside of molecular structures is that they photobleach

- this means that after a period of repeated excitation, the structure changes such

that emission at the selected wavelength ceases. However, the lifetime of single

molecule-based sources is comparable to the achievable trapping times for sources

based on single ions [128]. Single molecules can generate photons with unit efficiency

at MHz rates, and collection efficiencies greater than 90 % are achievable with solid
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immersion lenses [158]. Single molecule-based sources are being investigated for

quantum information applications [158], in addition to widespread application in

single-molecule spectroscopy [50].

Defect states in solids can be used to produce single photons and unlike molecules,

they do not photobleach. One commonly-used defect is the nitrogen vacancy (NV)

centre, a defect in diamond where a nitrogen atom and vacant site replace two carbon

atoms [149]. Antibunching from the 637 nm zero-phonon line of a NV centre was

first demonstrated in 1997 [159], and a room temperature single-photon source was

reported in 2000 [160]. However, the broad linewidth at room temperature means

that sources based on NV centres are commonly operated at cryogenic temperatures

[161]. Another obstacle to producing sources with NV centres is the high refractive

index of diamond, which hinders photon collection efficiency [162]. Approaches to

increasing the photon collection efficiency include producing NV centres in diamond

nanocrystals [162] and nanowire structures [163], and fabricating integrated lenses

[164]; these experiments achieve photon count rates on the order of 105 counts per

second (cps).

The intrinsic energetic structure of natural quantum emitters fixes their emission

characteristics. Such sources can therefore produce photons at specific wavelengths

with high repeatability, but those wavelengths are limited to suitable naturally-

occurring transitions, which are seldom in the telecoms region. Self-assembled quan-

tum dots (QDs) are semiconductor nanostructures with emission wavelengths that

are not limited by an intrinsic underlying structure. They are often referred to as

‘artificial atoms’ because they have quantised energy states that can be excited to

produce single photons at discrete wavelengths. The emission wavelength depends

on the size of the QD, which has enabled the fabrication of QDs that can emit at

telecom wavelengths for fibre-based quantum information applications [165, 166].

QD-based single-photon sources have been reported operating at a repetition rate

of 0.5 GHz [167], while separate experiments have achieved overall source efficiencies

around 73 % [116]. QDs are being extensively investigated as photonic sources for

quantum information applications [42] and are described in more detail in the next

section.
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2.2.5 Quantum dot single-photon sources

Self-assembled semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) are leading candidates for pro-

ducing high-performance telecom-wavelength single-photon sources [42, 43]. Sources

exhibiting near-perfect antibunching [124], high efficiency [116] and low timing jitter

[111] have been reported, and their integration into solid-state cavity and waveguide

structures is increasingly common.

Quantum dots are embedded ‘dots’ of one semiconductor material inside another

semiconductor with a larger band gap energy. At sizes on the order of tens of

nanometers [168], the resulting confinement potential has a discrete density of states.

QDs can therefore be made into single-photon sources in the same way as natural

quantum emitters such as atoms and molecules. Figure 2.6 depicts a GaAs/InAs

QD structure; increasing the size of the InAs region will reduce the electron-hole

recombination energy, increasing the wavelength of the emitted photons.

The most common way of producing QDs is by self-assembly. Layers of material are

deposited by molecular beam epitaxy or chemical vapour deposition onto a lattice-

mismatched substrate, for example InAs onto GaAs. The strain between the two

materials increases as successive layers are added until the top material breaks up

into small ‘dots’ at random positions on the substrate. Another layer of the substrate

material is then deposited to create a three-dimensional confinement potential. This

is referred to as the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode [168].

GaAs InAs GaAs

Figure 2.6: Energy structure of quantum dot. A confinement potential is produced
by surrounding a nanoscale piece of semiconductor with another that has a larger band gap.
The small physical size of the potential results in quantised energy states; the excitation
and subsequent recombination of electron-hole pairs, or excitons, produces photons at
discrete wavelengths.
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Two drawbacks of self-assembled QDs are their size distribution and random posi-

tioning on the substrate. Early photoluminescence studies inferred a size variation

of ±10 % from the spread in emission wavelengths [168]. It has since been shown

that annealing processes can reduce size variation [169]. However, mixing between

the QD and substrate materials increases the size of the QD and creates a shallower

confinement potential, which increases the energy of the emitted photons [169]; this

is detrimental to telecom-wavelength source development. Recent experiments have

attempted to control the size of QDs by lithographically defining them instead of

using self-assembly. Measurements of antibunching indicate single-photon emission

[170], but these sources are yet to yield results comparable to self-assembled QDs.

Another approach being investigated is the use of downconversion to shift photons

to telecom wavelengths after they have been emitted [171, 172].

The random positioning of QDs on a substrate makes isolating a single emitter

a considerable challenge. It was found in early experiments that the density of

QDs could be controlled by altering the growth conditions [168]. To improve the

probability of isolating one QD, samples with a low QD density were grown and

small regions were isolated with apertured masks [173] or micropillar structures

[114]. This approach also increases the probability of isolating regions that do not

contain QDs, but has nevertheless produced a number of successful single-photon

sources [42]. More recently, the location of QDs has been controlled by etching small

holes in the substrate prior to QD growth [174], and techniques have been developed

that not only control the position, but also the size and shape of the QDs to produce

more uniform and symmetric emitters [175].

A common technique for operating QD single-photon sources involves optically excit-

ing electron-hole pairs in the bulk semiconductor, which drift into the QD potential

and recombine to emit photons at specific wavelengths [148]. This is referred to as

above band pumping. It is also possible to excite electron-hole pairs directly within

the QD potential (i.e. near resonantly), which can reduce background emission and

source jitter [129]. A comparison of photon emission with above-band and near-

resonant pumping is presented in Chapter 4. Photon emission can also be achieved

by electrically injecting carriers, which drift into the QD and recombine [166, 176].
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One problem with using QDs (or any quantum emitters) as single-photon sources is

that they emit into 4π steradians, which makes efficient photon collection difficult.

The situation can be improved considerably by embedding the QD in a cavity [173,

177, 178]. The theory of emission enhancement with cavity structures was reported

by Purcell in 1946, and is therefore referred to as the Purcell effect [179]. The

magnitude of the emission enhancement is given by the Purcell factor, FP [15] :

FP =
3Q(λ/n)3

4π2V0
(2.8)

where λ = wavelength, n = refractive index, V0 = cavity mode volume and Q =

∆λ/λ = cavity Q (quality) factor. This means that in order to achieve a signifi-

cant Purcell enhancement, the dimensions of the cavity need to approach that of

the emission wavelength. Higher Q factors further increase the enhancement, which

occurs when the emitter is resonant with a mode of the cavity; coupling between the

cavity and the emitter reduces the lifetime of the radiative state by increasing the

density of states into which the photon can be emitted. The emission is also con-

centrated along the axis of the cavity. Preferential emission in one specific direction

can be achieved by making one cavity mirror more reflective than the other. So, the

Purcell effect increases both the photon emission rate and the collection efficiency

compared to emitters without cavities; using a cavity with equally reflective mirrors,

one experiment reported an increase in the efficiency of a QD source from ∼0.5 %

to 9.6 %, and a four-fold reduction in the lifetime of the radiative state [180].

Santori et al. [173] and Michler et al. [148] were among the first to report triggered

single-photon sources based on a QD in an optical microcavity. A caveat to the

benefits of cavity structures is that the radiative transition must be resonant with

the cavity. The different thermal expansion coefficients of a QD and the surrounding

material allow a certain amount of tuning by changing the temperature of the sample

[181]. An alternative technique involves applying an electric field to invoke a Stark

shift in the energy structure [48]. More recently, an approach has been demonstrated

that provides broadband emission enhancement, circumventing the need for thermal

or electrical tuning. A cavity made from a 1-D nanowire has been demonstrated to
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provide emission enhancement over tens of nanometers and has achieved the highest

overall source efficiency of a QD-based single-photon source (72.0 ± 0.9) % collection

into the first lens after the source [116]).

The development of QD single-photon sources has made impressive progress since

this project started in 2008. The sample investigated in this work is an array of

semiconductor micropillars containing a layer of randomly-positioned, self-assembled

InAs/GaAs QDs. The experiments conducted with this source are described in

Chapter 4.

2.3 Spectral characterisation techniques

Spectral characterisation provides essential information about quantum photonic

sources. As discussed in the previous sections, it can be used to isolate single

quantum emitters, identify specific molecules, or assess the suitability of a source

for a specific application. Grating spectrometers with electron-multiplying charged

coupled devices can be used to record spectra at the single-photon level across a

wide range of wavelengths, but do not always provide the high resolution and low

loss required to investigate individual quantum emitters [43, 182]. The scanning

Fabry-Pérot interferometer (SFPI) provides superior resolution at a cost of limited

scan range. In this section, the current state of the art and the trade-offs involved

in selecting a spectrometer are discussed.

The purpose of a spectrometer is to record the intensity of a light source as a function

of wavelength. This is most commonly achieved with a grating spectrometer, which

records the intensity profile of diffracted light on a detector array. The SFPI is an

alternative that involves coupling light into a tuneable optical cavity, scanning its

resonant frequency and measuring the transmitted intensity [183]. In both cases, the

photodetector is selected to match the required spectral range of the measurements.

The main factors that differentiate the two approaches are spectral range and reso-

lution. In grating spectrometers, the maximum spectral range that can be continu-

ously characterised depends on the focal length of the spectrometer, the line density
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of the grating and the size of the detector’s active area. The spectral resolution of

grating spectrometers also depends on focal length and line density, and on the size

of the individual pixels in the detector at the focal plane. While spectral range is

not generally a limiting factor, a number of experiments have reported resolution-

limited linewidths in photonic source characterisation with grating spectrometers

[43, 182].

The SFPI is almost opposite in its attributes; the maximum scan range is limited by

the free spectral range (FSR) of the cavity, which is inversely proportional to cavity

length (L):

FSR =
c

2L
(2.9)

This means that to span 10 nm about a central wavelength of 900 nm, which would

be straightforward with a grating spectrometer, would require the very short cavity

length of 40 µm. It is evident then that the range that can be displayed in one

spectrum is a limiting factor for SFPIs. The benefit is that they can far surpass

the resolution of grating spectrometers for localised spectral features; the resolu-

tion depends on the cavity linewidth, which in turn depends on the reflectivity of

the mirrors. With the high-reflectivity dielectric coatings that are commercially

available, resolutions less than 1 picometer (≡ 1.5 µeV ≡ 0.37 GHz) have been

achieved [47, 46]. An additional consideration is the duration of the measurement;

while grating spectrometers can take a simultaneous snapshot of all wavelengths in

the spectrum, SFPIs scan the wavelengths sequentially, which requires significantly

longer.

Table 2.1 quotes the spectral resolution achieved in various photon characterisation

experiments. While these specifications surpass those of many commercial products

at at telecom wavelengths (1310 nm and 1550 nm) [184], use of a SFPI could improve

the resolution by two orders of magnitude. It is clear that both approaches have

relative merits and offer complementary capabilities for the spectral characterisation

of photonic sources.
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λ Instrument Resolution Reference Instrument Type
(nm) µeV GHz pm

914 1.24 0.3 0.84 [185] SFPI
910 0.70 0.17 0.47 [47] SFPI
920 0.06 0.015 0.04 [186] SFPI
880 0.31 0.074 0.19 [46] SFPI
850 0.02 0.004 0.01 [132] SFPI
935 245 59 160 [187] Grating spectrometer
920 70 17 47 [148] Grating spectrometer
750 30 7.5 14 [188] Grating spectrometer
926 29 7 20 [189] Grating spectrometer
900 27 6.7 18 [190] Grating spectrometer
920 20 4.8 14 [191] Grating spectrometer

1300 36 8.7 49 [182] Grating spectrometer
1300 30 7.3 41 [165] Grating spectrometer
1550 51 12.1 97 [192] Grating spectrometer

Table 2.1: Spectral resolution of recent QD characterisation experiments. Val-
ues from experiments at a range of wavelengths are quoted alongside the type of instrument
used.
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Chapter 3

Construction and characterisation

of a superconducting nanowire

single-photon detector system

3.1 Introduction

The goal of this project was to build and characterise an SNSPD system for use in

NPL’s single-photon metrology programme. The specification was for a two-channel

system with at least 1 % system detection efficiency at 1 kHz dark count rate for

a 1310 nm source. This is comparable to other SNSPDs reported around 2008

[193], when the project was commissioned. A system was constructed based on a

prototype from NIST [194] that was further developed at Heriot-Watt University

[195]. The nanowire devices were housed in a custom-built cryostat with a closed-

cycle refrigerator providing a 3 K operating temperature. Each SNSPD device was

packaged with optical and electrical connections to produce a practical system for

use in a research laboratory.

This chapter describes the construction and characterisation of the SNSPD system,

and reports on measurements that demonstrate its beneficial timing properties and

low dark count rate compared to the existing single-photon detectors at NPL.
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3.2 System construction

3.2.1 Nanowire devices

The nanowire devices used in this system were fabricated by S. Miki and cowork-

ers at NICT, Japan [84]. A thin film of NbN (4 nm) was grown epitaxially on a

room-temperature MgO substrate using sputtering-based deposition. The nanowire

meander was etched using electron beam lithography, covering half of a 20 µm by

20 µm area with 100 nm-wide wires.

Figure 3.1: Scanning electron micrograph of SNSPD. Left: The nanowire meander
(central square) embedded in a 50 Ω coplanar waveguide structure. Right: The inset
shows the meander structure at a higher magnification (Image: Ref [84])

3.2.2 Optical and electrical connections

Light is delivered to the nanowires with an optical fibre that enters the cryostat

via a custom-made vacuum flange. This improves shielding from room temperature

blackbody radiation which could lead to an elevated operating temperature and

increased dark count rate. Figure 3.2 shows the nanowire sample mount, which

consists of two halves that are screwed together. One half of the mount holds the

nanowire device and connects to it electrically while the other half holds the optical

fibre. Some of the light from the fibre is transmitted straight through the nanowire

device; a through hole in the sample mount allows this light to be observed with

a camera. To align the optical fibre with the nanowire meander, the transmitted
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of mounted SNSPD device. Light is delivered to the
nanowires via a single mode optical fibre; a through hole allows light that is transmit-
ted through the nanowire device to exit the packaging and be observed with a camera
during the alignment process. A wirebond connects the nanowires to a brass coaxial cable
for bias current supply and event readout.

light was observed while the two halves of the sample mount were carefully screwed

together. Images recorded with the camera during alignment are shown in Figure 3.3.

Additionally, the separation between the fibre and the device was adjusted to match

the beam spot area with that of the meander. The separation was adjusted using

shims with thicknesses down to 25 µm and measured with white light interferometry

using reflections from the device and the end of the fibre [196]. The measured

separation was ∼ 40 µm at the system operating temperature (T = 3 K).

Figure 3.3: Fibre alignment images. Images of the nanowire device viewed from the
position indicated in Figure 3.2. In the left image, the beam is misaligned and the fibre
end is further away from the meander than in the final aligned position. The scattered
light highlights the meander area in the centre of the device. In the right image, the beam
is aligned with the meander area, which is a 20 µm by 20 µm square.
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50Ω
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Bias Tee
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Figure 3.4: SNSPD electrical circuit. A 10 kΩ resistor and a stable voltage source
provide bias current on the µA scale through the inductive arm of the bias tee, while
the capacitive arm is used for event readout. The signal is amplified before proceeding
to counting electronics. A 50 Ω shunt resistor in parallel with the nanowires provides an
alternative path for current to flow while the nanowire recovers from a detection event,
preventing latching.

Electrical connections between the cold nanowire devices and room temperature

were made with brass coaxial cables. Brass was selected for its high electrical and

low thermal conductivity to limit the heat load on the cold stage. Similarly, room

temperature amplifiers placed just outside the cryostat were used to avoid the ad-

ditional heat load of putting low-temperature amplifiers inside the cryostat. The

electrical circuit is shown in Figure 3.4; a Picosecond Pulse Labs 5575A bias tee per-

mits simultaneous bias supply through its inductive arm and event readout through

its capacitive arm. Output pulses were amplified using two room temperature RF

Bay amplifiers in series, one LNA-580 (23 dB gain from 10 MHz to 580 MHz) and

one LNA-1000 (33 dB gain from 10 MHz to 1 GHz). A 50 Ω shunt resistor in par-

allel with the nanowire device provides a passive reset mechanism; as the resistance

in the triggered nanowire increases, more of the current flows through the shunt

resistor instead of the nanowire, which allows the nanowire to cool down and return

to its superconducting state.

3.2.3 Cryostat system

In order to detect photons, the nanowires must be cooled to below their super-

conducting critical temperature (∼ 12 K [84]). This was achieved with a closed

cycle refrigerator (Sumitomo RDK-101D Gifford-McMahon cold head and CNA11C
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compressor) - a practical solution that eliminates liquid cryogen handling and can

cool several devices simultaneously [76, 194]. The cryostat arrangement is shown

in Figure 3.5. The devices are mounted on the 3 K stage of the cold head, on top

of a lead spacer to improve the temperature stability of the devices. To reduce

dark counts due to blackbody radiation, the packaged devices are surrounded by a

radiation shield that is mounted on the 40 K stage of the cold head. The assembly

is enclosed in a vacuum chamber and evacuated to ∼ 1 × 10−6 mbar. Once cold,

the cryostat vacuum can be maintained for extended periods because any small gas

leaks condense onto the cold head. Electrical and optical fibre feedthrough flanges

were made in-house to provide the required connections to the nanowire devices.

Figure 3.5: Photographs of SNSPD cryostat assembly. The packaged nanowire
devices are mounted on the 3 K stage of a Sumitomo RDK 101D Gifford-McMahon cold
head, surrounded by radiation shielding that is attached to the 40 K stage of the cold
head. The nanowire temperature is stabilised by separating it from the cold stage with a
lead puck, which has a long thermal time constant.
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3.3 Characterisation experiments

The experiments described in this section characterise four key detector performance

characteristics: jitter, reset time, detection efficiency and dark count rate. Measure-

ments were performed at wavelengths of 830 nm, 1310 nm and 1550 nm. Two NbN

nanowire devices (referred to as devices A and B) were mounted in the cryostat.

3.3.1 I-V characteristics

The current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the nanowire devices were measured to

determine their superconducting critical currents. The critical current is used as a

reference for setting the bias current, as the efficiency of a device increases as the

critical current is approached. Additionally, a critical current that is low compared

to other devices with the same geometry can indicate constrictions, which limit the

maximum detection efficiency [86, 87]. The I-V characteristics of device A are shown

in Figure 3.6. The critical current was measured to be ∼17 µA for this device, and

∼15 µA for device B. These are reasonable values for devices with this geometry;

the maximum recorded for similar devices was 20 µA [53].
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Figure 3.6: SNSPD Device A - I-V characteristics. The critical current is ∼17 µA.
The low voltage region is non-zero due to the resistance of the wires used in the two-wire
measurement arrangement.
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3.3.2 System detection efficiency

For each device, the system detection efficiency was measured using the calibrated

light source method [40]: The detector count rate was recorded for a range of cal-

ibrated levels of photon flux. When the photon flux is varied, the recorded count

rate S takes the form

S = D + Prep(1− e−ηµ) (3.1)

where S is the count rate, D is the dark count rate, Prep is the laser pulse repetition

rate, µ is the average number of photons per pulse and η is the system detection

efficiency, including optical coupling losses [40, 194].

The experimental arrangement that was used to deliver a known photon flux is shown

in Figure 3.7; the average power from a gain-switched laser diode was measured with

a calibrated power meter, then passed through calibrated optical attenuators (2 x

Agilent 8156A, 120 dB total attenuation) and a polarisation rotator before reaching

the nanowire device. Rotating the polarisation enabled the light to be aligned to

the maximum and minimum absorption orientation for each device. Laser diodes

at three operating wavelengths (830 nm, 1310 nm and 1550 nm) were gain-switched

with a 1 µs repetition period to prevent the 10 ns detector dead time from limiting

the results, and with a pulse duration of 10 ns to prevent multiple detection events

being produced by the same pulse.

+
counter

Gain-switched  
Diode Laser (1 MHz)

Optical 
Attenuator 

Polarisation 
Rotator

100 kΩ

50 Ω

S
N
S
P
D

Bias TeeBias current event readout

Figure 3.7: Experimental arrangement to measure system detection efficiency.
An attenuated pulsed diode laser with a 1 MHz repetition rate was delivered to the
nanowire device. The count rate was recorded as a function of increasing photon flux
for a range of bias currents, using an Agilent 53131A universal counter/timer. Values for
efficiency and dark count rate were obtained by fitting the data to Equation 3.1.
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Figure 3.8: SNSPD count rate versus incident photon flux at three bias cur-
rents. Detection of single photons is shown by the order of magnitude increase in photon
flux causing an order of magnitude increase in count rate. The detection efficiency in-
creases with increasing bias current.

Figure 3.8 shows the variation of count rate with mean photon flux at three bias

currents. Values for system detection efficiency and dark count rate at each bias

point were obtained by fitting the data to Equation 3.1. The single-photon response

of the detector is indicated by the slope in the central region of these plots; an order

of magnitude increase in photon flux causes an order of magnitude increase in count

rate. (If the detector required two photons to trigger an output pulse, the slope on

this log-log plot would be halved). The saturation observed at high photon flux is

the limit where detection events are recorded at the same rate as photon pulses are

incident on the detector.

The three data sets shown in Figure 3.8 show clearly that the efficiency and dark

count rate depend on bias current. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show efficiency versus dark

count rate measured at 30 bias currents and 3 wavelengths for both devices. These

plots show that the dark count rate can be reduced from 1000 Hz to 100 Hz without

incurring a proportional drop in efficiency, which can be useful in applications that

prioritise a low dark count rate. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 also show that the target of

1 % efficiency at 1310 nm and 1 kHz dark count rate is met by both devices.
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Figure 3.9: Device A - System detection efficiency versus dark counts.
ηSDE ≈ 2.2 % at λ =1310 nm and D = 1 kHz.
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Figure 3.10: Device B - System detection efficiency versus dark counts.
ηSDE ≈ 1.0 % at λ =1310 nm and D = 1 kHz.
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3.3.3 Reset time and timing jitter
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Figure 3.11: Output pulse from SNSPD Device B. The 10 ns pulse width limits the
maximum count rate to 100 MHz; timing jitter is due to fluctuation in the leading edge.

A typical output pulse from the SNSPD system is shown in Figure 3.11. The reset

time of the detector is estimated from the full width of the pulse to be ∼ 10 ns,

making the maximum count rate ∼ 100 MHz. The timing jitter is much smaller

than the pulse width because it only depends on the leading edge, which is triggered

on to record detection events. The timing jitter of each device was measured using

the arrangement shown in Figure 3.12. The output from a pulsed diode laser with a

wavelength of 1550 nm and pulse duration below 50 ps (PicoQuant LDH-P-C-1550)

was attenuated to the single-photon level and delivered to the SNSPD. Output pulses

laser driver 
(PDL 800-D)

 optical 
attenuator

SNSPD

photon counting
module 

(HydraHarp 400)start stop

Red = optical
Black = electrical

pulsed 
diode laser 
(1550 nm)

sync
out

Figure 3.12: Experimental arrangement to measure detector jitter. A pulsed
diode laser (PicoQuant LDH-P-C-1550) was attenuated and delivered to the nanowire
device under test. Output pulses from the SNSPD were correlated with the electrical
synchronisation signal from the laser driver using a PicoQuant HydraHarp 400 photon
counting module.
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from the SNSPD were correlated with the electrical synchronisation signal from the

laser driver (PicoQuant PDL-800-D, electrical jitter < 20 ps) using a PicoQuant

HydraHarp 400 photon counting module. Gaussian fits to the correlation histograms

(shown in Figure 3.13) gave jitter values of 84 ps and 88 ps FWHM for devices A

and B respectively. This includes a contribution from the laser and electronics;

deconvolution indicated that the true values could be as low as 63 ps and 69 ps.
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Figure 3.13: Device A - Timing jitter. A total jitter of 84 ps FWHM was mea-
sured using a Gaussian fit. This is primarily due to the jitter of the detector, with some
contribution from the laser and correlation hardware.
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Figure 3.14: Device B - Timing jitter. A total jitter of 88 ps FWHM was mea-
sured using a Gaussian fit. This is primarily due to the jitter of the detector, with some
contribution from the laser and correlation hardware.
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3.4 Comparison of SPAD & SNSPD timing jitter

A key feature of SNSPD systems is their excellent timing resolution. To demon-

strate their low jitter relative to the existing silicon SPADs at NPL, a comparison

experiment was conducted. The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 3.15;

a pulsed optical signal was sent simultaneously to two detectors using a directional

coupler, and detection events were correlated using a PicoQuant HydraHarp 400

photon counting module. The attenuated optical pulses were provided by an 82

MHz mode-locked Tsunami Ti:Sapphire laser operating at a wavelength of 905 nm

with a 3 ps pulse duration. The HydraHarp has electrical timing jitter < 12 ps and

was used to compile histogram data into 1 ps time bins. The measured correlation

maxima all had widths greater than 100 ps, which was attributed to the convolved

jitter of the two detectors.

Ti:Sapphire 
Laser

Detector 
2

Photon 
Counting Card

start

stop

Detector 
1Optical 

Attenuator

red = optical path
black = electrical path

Figure 3.15: Experimental arrangement to compare the jitter of two detectors.
Pulses from a Ti:Sapphire laser were attenuated and sent to both detectors using a fibre
beam splitter. The events recorded on the two detectors were correlated using a PicoQuant
HydraHarp photon counting module.

Three Perkin Elmer SPCM-AQRH silicon SPADs (numbered 1 to 3), were compared

with each other and with the two nanowire devices in the SNSPD system. The results

in Figure 3.16 show that the combinations containing SPAD 1 have considerably

worse timing resolution. Deconvolution provided individual jitter values of 990 ps,

420 ps and 510 ps FWHM for SPADs 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Figure 3.17 shows

the two best SPADs paired with an SNSPD device, and a measurement of the two

SNSPD devices together. The improvement in timing resolution provided by the

SNSPD system is clearly demonstrated.
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Figure 3.16: Timing resolution: SPADs. The three available SPADs were examined
in the three possible pairings; the increased width of the first two maxima compared to
the third indicates a larger timing jitter in SPAD 1. The deconvolved jitter values are
990 ps, 420 ps and 510 ps FWHM for SPADs 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
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Figure 3.17: Timing resolution: SPAD and SNSPD. Histograms are shown with
the same horizontal scale as Fig 3.16 to illustrate the low jitter provided by the SNSPD.
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3.5 Conclusions and summary

In this project, a two-channel SNSPD system was constructed and characterised at

Heriot-Watt University. It was delivered to NPL in December 2009 for use in a

single-photon metrology research programme. The target of ηSDE = 1 % at a 1 kHz

dark count rate for an input wavelength of 1310 nm was achieved, and the two

nanowire devices were characterised as having maximum timing jitters of 84 ps and

88 ps FWHM. The 10 ns reset time, which is typical of devices with this geometry

[84], permits count rates up to 100 MHz to be recorded. The air-cooled compressor

allows the cryogen-free refrigerator to be operated continuously for weeks, or even

months, from a standard 13 A mains power supply. and can support up to eight

packaged nanowire devices. The capacity to electrically and optically connect to

additional devices has been included in the original build to accommodate extended

use of the system in future. The system is shown installed at NPL in Figure 3.18.

The SNSPD system as reported here has been used in the subsequent two chapters

to characterise the temporal and spectral properties of quantum photonic sources.

Since the construction of this system for NPL in 2009, the Heriot-Watt group have

delivered SNSPD systems to the University of Toronto, Canada (2010), University

of Bristol, UK (2011) and ID Quantique SA, Switzerland (2012). Additionally, all of

the companies commercialising SNSPD technology [106] have adopted the cryogenic

refrigeration approach used here in preference to reliance on liquid helium.
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Figure 3.18: Photograph of SNSPD system at NPL
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Chapter 4

Investigation of quantum dot

single-photon sources

4.1 Background and project goals

The purpose of this project was to continue and develop NPL’s work on single-

photon source characterisation, with a focus on self-assembled quantum dots (QDs)

in micropillar cavities. An experimental arrangement to investigate quantum emit-

ters had been set up previously and used to characterise NV centres in diamond

[161]. Initial measurements on a QD sample had identified three pillars with strong

single-photon emission at wavelengths around 900 nm, and work to date had been

carried out using silicon SPADs [187, 197].

Progression of this work involved further characterisation of the three emitters, in-

cluding an investigation of the impact of pump wavelength on measurements of the

second-order correlation function. Additionally, an experiment was designed and

constructed to measure Hong-Ou-Mandel interference. It was planned to investi-

gate the impact of detector jitter on interference visibility by comparing results

obtained with the SPADs and the SNSPD system. Unfortunately the micropillars

were damaged; when extensive efforts to locate comparable replacement micropillars

were not successful, an alternative project was pursued (see Chapter 5).
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4.2 Experimental arrangement

Figure 4.1: Micropillar cavities containing a layer of QDs. (left) A scanning
electron micrograph of a single micropillar shows alternating layers of AlAs and GaAs
surrounding a central layer of GaAs which contains InAs QDs. (right) An array of 100
micropillars; each array has a unique identifier code and alphanumeric indexing to faciliate
repeated measurement of the same pillar.

The cavity structure was designed by Paul Stavrinou at Imperial College, London

and grown via molecular beam epitaxy at the National Chiao Tung University,

Taiwan. A central layer containing self-assembled InAs/GaAs QDs was sandwiched

between two distributed Bragg reflectors, then etched into micropillar cavities by

Patrick See (NPL). The distributed Bragg reflectors consisted of alternating layers

of AlAs (77.8 nm) and GaAs (65.3 nm), with 30 pairs of layers below and 13 pairs

above the central GaAs cavity (195.9 nm) which contained a layer of QDs. Figure

4.1 shows a scanning electron micrograph of a micropillar and a microscope image

of a 10 x 10 micropillar array.

The experimental arrangement for isolating a radiative transition from a single emit-

ter is shown in Figure 4.2. The QD sample was mounted in a Helium flow cryostat

next to a confocal microscope which was mounted on a translation stage in order

to align the focus with specific micropillars. One end of an endlessly single-mode

photonic crystal fibre was used as the confocal pinhole, which decoupled the align-

ment with the micropillars from the rest of the optics and facilitated pump delivery

and emission collection in a single mode, regardless of wavelength. This confocal

microscope arrangement was reported in Ref [198].
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Figure 4.2: Experimental arrangement of the QD single-photon source. QDs
in a Helium flow cryostat were optically pumped with a range of different pump lasers.
The emission was collected via a confocal microscope arrangement that used the photonic
crystal fibre (PCF) as the confocal pinhole. The emission was directed into an imaging
spectrometer, where a flip mirror allowed the full spectrum to be observed with a camera
before directing specific radiative transitions through the 0.1 nm band pass front exit.

The QD sample was optically pumped at normal incidence and the emission was

collected with the same optics. A long-pass filter removed any reflected pump before

the emission entered a Horiba iHR550 imaging spectrometer (focal length = 0.5 m).

In conjunction with a flip mirror and an Andor electron-multiplying charge-coupled

device, the spectrometer arrangement could be used to observe a spectral range of

∼ 20 nm with a resolution of 0.16 nm [187]. This enabled individual transitions to

be identified and directed to the 0.1 nm band pass slit, where the transmitted light

was fibre-coupled for delivery to multiple experiments.

4.3 Single-photon source identification

The ideal micropillar would contain a single QD positioned centrally in the cavity

layer to optimise coupling to the cavity. Additionally, the exciton emission would

be resonant with the cavity at a low temperature to minimise phonon contributions

to emission dephasing. To this end, the cavity structure was designed to match

the anticipated QD size distribution. Initial characterisation of the sample allowed

sections to be selected for their relatively low QD density, to increase the probability
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of isolating a single QD. The micropillars were investigated by optically exciting

them individually and examining the emission spectrum. Each micropillar exhibits a

relatively broad spectral feature; this is a common observation, thought to originate

from sub-bandgap or wetting layer emission being filtered by the cavity structure

[180]. The large free spectral range of the cavity (∼ 200 THz) means that only one

such feature is present in the recorded spectra, the width of which indicates the

quality of the cavity as determined by the Q-factor (Q = ∆λ/λ). In Figure 4.3, the

Q-factor was calculated to be 1135.
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Figure 4.3: Photoluminescence spectrum from pillar G4. Sharp spectral features
are due to QD transitions, while the wider feature is broadband emission that has been
filtered by the cavity. The Q-factor of the cavity Q = ∆λ/λ= 1135.

The QD and cavity lines can be tuned into resonance by exploiting a difference in the

thermal expansion coefficients of the two structures. Figure 4.4 shows the exciton

emission from a QD tuned into resonance with the cavity mode, and Figure 4.5

a) shows the emission intensity reaching a maximum as the cryostat temperature is

varied. The exciton emission can be identified because its intensity increases linearly

with pump power before it saturates, while biexcitons exhibit quadratic behaviour

[173]. Figure 4.5 b) shows that the selected transition line is the QD exciton.
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Figure 4.4: Photoluminescence spectrum from pillar C0. In this spectrum, the
exciton emission from a QD in the pillar has been tuned into resonance with the cavity
mode.

Figure 4.5: Characterisation of exciton line from pillar C0. a) Emission intensity
versus cryostat temperature with pump power fixed at P = 1 µW. This is the exciton
transition, which saturates around 4 µW and is on resonance with the cavity at a temper-
ature of 26 K; b) Emission intensity versus pump power with cryostat temperature fixed
at T = 27 K.
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4.4. THE SECOND-ORDER CORRELATION FUNCTION

4.4 The second-order correlation function

Section 2.2.2 introduced the second-order correlation function g(2)(τ) and its relation

to photon statistics. It is measured with a Hanbury Brown and Twiss interferometer,

which correlates the detection events on the two output ports of a beamsplitter. A

perfect single-photon source cannot make both detectors fire simultaneously, which

prevents correlation events occurring at zero time delay (i.e. g(2)(τ = 0) = 0).

The lowest measurable value of g(2)(τ = 0) is increased by imperfect experimental

conditions such as detector dark counts, timing jitter and finite time-binning in the

correlation process. It is therefore important to optimise the experiment in order to

obtain the most accurate data on the performance of the source.

detector 
2

500
ns

76
ns

input A input Btrigger

event correlator

timeout circuit

source
emission

detector 
1

optical: fibre
optical: free space
electrical

Figure 4.6: Experimental arrangement - Hanbury Brown and Twiss interfer-
ometer. Light is delivered to a beamsplitter that has a detector at each output port.
The detectors are connected to a correlator via fixed time delays to compile a correlation
histogram that includes events above and below zero time delay.

The second-order correlation function was measured using the experimental arrange-

ment shown in Figure 4.6. The correlator used was a HP 52210A modulation domain

analyser; it was operated in interval measurement mode, which histograms the time

delay between events on the two input channels into 445 ps time bins. This is

comparable to the jitter of the SPADs, which was measured in Section 3.4 to be
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4.4. THE SECOND-ORDER CORRELATION FUNCTION

420 ps and 510 ps (FWHM) for the best two detectors. A timeout circuit limited

the maximum time delay by generating a false detection event after a set period.

In previous work, the second order correlation function was measured with a CW

pump laser [187]; Figure 4.7 shows one of the correlation histograms that were

acquired from pillar C0, giving g(2)(τ) = 0.13. In the current work, the same pillar

was pumped using a Spectra Physics Tsunami pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser (82 MHz

rep rate, wavelength = 800 nm). The resulting periodic photon emission produced a

comb of maxima in the correlation histogram that were separated by the 12.2 ns laser

repetition period. The absence of a feature at zero time delay is equivalent to the

reduction in correlation events in the CW data. The pulsed correlation histogram

in Figure 4.8 was analysed to obtain g(2)(τ = 0) = 0.12 ± 0.04, which agrees with

the CW value within uncertainties.

Figure 4.7: Correlation histogram - Pillar C0, CW pump laser (Source: [187])
The histogram was recorded at a pump power below the saturation point for a period of
∼ 15 hrs. The measured value of g(2)(τ = 0) was 0.13, with no background subtraction.

All initial measurements used above-band pumping, where micropillars are optically

excited with sufficient energy to create electron-hole pairs in the bulk semiconductor,

which then drift into the QD potential and recombine to produce photons. Improve-

ments in the signal-to-noise level have been reported by exciting QDs near-resonantly

[178], which creates electron-hole pairs directly in excited states of the confinement

potential. Provided that no nearby QDs have degenerate energy levels, pumping

near-resonantly selects a specific QD, which reduces unwanted contributions from

other nearby QDs. It also prevents the formation of charged exciton states, which

have uneven numbers of electrons and holes, and reduces the commonly-observed
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4.4. THE SECOND-ORDER CORRELATION FUNCTION

broadband emission surrounding the exciton states [199]. The second-order corre-

lation function of the same pillar was measured under near-resonant excitation by

tuning the Ti:Sapphire laser to a wavelength of 880 nm. As before, the emission was

collected with two Perkin-Elmer silicon SPADs. The resulting histogram is shown

in Figure 4.9, which shows a clear reduction in the background level in the data and

gives g(2)(τ = 0) = 0.07± 0.05. While this is lower than the previous measurement,

they overlap in their uncertainty bounds. If this project had continued, it would

have been desirable to acquire larger data sets under both pump conditions in order

to reduce the statistical uncertainties, and to investigate using fitting techniques in

order to apply appropriate background subtraction.
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Figure 4.8: Correlation histogram - Pillar C0, above-band pulsed optical exci-
tation (λ = 800 nm). Recorded at an average power of 0.044 µW for a period of 15
hrs. Raw data is shown; no background subtraction was applied. A comparison between
the maxima and the central region gave g(2)(τ = 0) = 0.12± 0.04.
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Figure 4.9: Correlation histogram - Pillar C0, near-resonant pulsed optical
excitation (λ = 880 nm). Recorded at an average power of 20 µW for a period of 53
mins. Raw data is shown; no background subtraction was applied. A comparison between
the maxima and the central region gave g(2)(τ = 0) = 0.07± 0.05.
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4.5 Two-photon interference experiment

The indistinguishability of two photons can be quantified by measuring two-photon

interference with a Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometer (described in Section 2.2.3). In

this experiment, two photons overlap at a beamsplitter and the detection events at

the output ports are correlated. For indistinguishable photons, two-photon inter-

ference prevents correlation events occurring at zero time delay. This is quantified

experimentally by measuring the reduction in correlation events as the time de-

lay between the two photons is tuned through zero. An experiment to measure

two-photon interference for successive photons from a QD single-photon source was

designed and constructed. The QD sample was damaged before this arrangement

could be used to characterise single photons; the design of the experiment is pre-

sented herein, alongside projected event rates that demonstrate its feasibility.

In order for two-photon interference to occur, it is essential that the two photons

arrive simultaneously and overlap spatially at the designated point. It must also be

possible to vary the time delay between the two photons, in order to scan through

the zero delay point and measure the change in correlation events. It was planned

to control the temporal separation between pairs of photons by using pairs of pump

pulses with an adjustable delay (∆tpair) to excite the QD sample. The pump pulse

delay generator is shown in Figure 4.10; the output from a pulsed laser is divided at

a beamsplitter, half of it travels a longer path, then the two beams are recombined to

produce pairs of pump pulses. The delay between the two paths was made adjustable

by fitting a retroreflector on a translation stage in the long path. This arrangement

was carefully aligned to ensure that the coupling efficiency into the output fibre

(∼ 75 %) remained constant while translating the retroreflector over a distance of

6 cm, corresponding to a free-space delay adjustment of 0.2 ns. In order to tune fully

across the region of photon overlap, the range of adjustment should be at least three

times longer than the lifetime of the source; this means that in practise, the delay

in the prepared experiment would have needed extending to meet the requirements

of the source.
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4.5. TWO-PHOTON INTERFERENCE EXPERIMENT

Once a pair of pump pulses has produced a pair of single photons, an arrangement

is required to make them overlap. A Mach-Zehnder interferometer (shown in Figure

4.10) was constructed from polarisation maintaining directional couplers for this pur-

pose. A fixed path difference between the arms of the interferometer (∆tinterferometer)

was designed to be within the range of the tuneable pump pulse delay. When the

two delays are matched, the two photons overlap at the second directional coupler

if the first photon takes the long path and the second photon takes the short path.

The photons can also take other combinations of paths through the interferometer,

resulting in temporal separations of ∆tpair if both photons take the same path, and

2∆tpair if the first photon travels the short path and the second photon travels long

path. This produces a set of five maxima as shown in Figure 4.11. The time delay

∆tpair was initially set to 2.2 ns, then extended to 3.2 ns in order to be approximately

three times longer than the typical exciton lifetime. This arrangement is expected

to produce distinct correlation maxima, facilitating straightforward analysis of any

reduction in correlation events in the region where the photons overlap.

The arrangement in Figure 4.10 was characterised by directly connecting the pulse

delay generator to the Mach-Zehnder interferometer and measuring attenuated op-

tical pulses from a Spectra Physics Tsunami Ti:Sapphire laser (modelocked with an

82 MHz repetition rate). Correlation events were detected using the SNSPD and a

PicoQuant HydraHarp 400 photon counting module. Figure 4.12 shows the corre-

lation maxima that were observed when the interferometer and pump pulse delays

were matched and slightly mismatched. The timing resolution of the SNSPD was

beneficial in accurately determining the zero delay point; the illustrated mismatch

of 160 ps would have been difficult to discern using SPADs with 420 ps FWHM

jitter.
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Figure 4.10: Experiment to measure Hong-Ou-Mandel Interference. Pairs of
pump pulses are generated by dividing each pulse and delaying half of it. The delay
is provided by a long path which can be adjusted using a retroreflector on a translation
stage. Pump pulse pairs are delivered to the QD sample to produce pairs of single photons,
which are delivered to a Mach-Zehnder interferometer that is primarily constructed from
polarisation-maintaining optical fibre. The fixed path difference of the interferometer lies
in the range of the tuneable pump delay. By scanning the pump pulse delay, the generated
photons can overlap at the indicated position. A half-wave plate (HWP) in the short path
of the interferometer allows the relative polarisation of the two photons to be adjusted.
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Figure 4.11: Correlation maxima due to different path combinations through a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Photon pairs separated by time ∆tpair pass through a
fibre Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a path difference ∆tinterferometer = ∆tpair (shown
in Figure 4.10). When the first photon follows the long path and the second photon
follows the short path, they arrive simultaneously at the second directional coupler; this
is recorded as a delay of ∼11 ns due to a fixed temporal offset between the start and stop
detectors. Additional maxima occur when the photons do not arrive simultaneously at
the second directional coupler, appearing at time delays ±∆tpair and ±2∆tpair because
the start detector can be triggered by the first photon to exit or by the delayed photon.
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Figure 4.12: Temporal alignment data from Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment. A
mismatch between the delays of 160 ps is observed to have a significant effect on the
correlation histogram; the timing resolution of the SNSPD system provides the ability to
align the delays ∆tpair and ∆tinterferometer with this level of accuracy.
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In the planned experiment, the rate of correlation events is influenced by both cou-

pling efficiencies and splitting ratios. The splitting ratio of the directional couplers

was found to be sensitive to input wavelength, but was confirmed to meet the 50:50

specification at the design wavelength of 905 nm. The ratio was also found to de-

pend on polarisation. In the most extreme case, the power splitting changed from

50:50 to 6:94 when the polarisation was aligned to the fast axis rather than the slow

axis. It would be necessary to account for this when planning measurements with

rotated polarisation, to ensure that comparable statistics were acquired.

The feasibility of the experiment is demonstrated by projecting the rate of correlation

events for distinguishable photons. This is the baseline against which any reduction

in correlation events would be measured. The calculation begins with the 82 MHz

pump laser, assuming that every pump pulse creates an exciton in the QD, then

accounts for all efficiencies and probabilities that affect the transmission from the

QD sample to the outputs of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The steps can be

outlined as follows:

1. Extraction efficiency: The maximum extraction efficiency that has been achieved

with single-photon sources based on QDs in micropillar cavities is∼ 40 % [116].

This is the efficiency with which photons emitted by a QD are collected by

the first lens. While this quantity was not characterised for the experimental

arrangement, it was carefully designed and arranged to be optimal as outlined

in Ref [187]. The extraction efficiency was therefore estimated to be 35 %.

2. Transmission efficiency: The efficiency with which photons are transmitted

from the first lens to the fibre after the spectrometer (through the experimental

arrangement shown in Figure 4.2) was measured to be 11 % [187]. For this

experiment, the fibre after the spectrometer is the first fibre in the Mach-

Zehnder interferometer shown in Figure 4.10.

3. Probability of consecutive photons: The probability that a pulse contains a

photon at the point of entering the interferometer was calculated by dividing

the rate of transmitted photons by the laser repetition rate. Applying condi-

tional probability, this value was squared to determine the likelihood of two
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4.5. TWO-PHOTON INTERFERENCE EXPERIMENT

consecutive photons being coupled into the interferometer.

4. Probability of correct paths for photon overlap: In order to overlap at the

second directional coupler, the first photon must take the long path and the

second photon must take the short path. For a coupler with a perfect splitting

ratio each of these events occur with 50 % probability, so the probability of

both occurring is 25 %.

5. Transmission through the Mach-Zehnder interferometer: The rate of photon

overlap events is limited by the least efficient path through the apparatus.

This is the free space path, which was characterised to have a transmission

efficiency of 82 %.

6. Probability of photons exiting opposite ports: In the case of distinguishable

photons, this is 50 %.

7. Probability of detecting a correlation event: This is the square of the detection

efficiency.

In addition to real correlation events, background events arise due to correlations

between dark counts, and between dark counts and real detection events. Those

events that occur in the same temporal region as the maxima shown in Figure

4.11 affect the signal to noise ratio of the measurement. Estimates for the rates of

real and background correlation events have been calculated for both SPADs and the

SNSPD considering integration over a time bin of 3.2 ns. This is the maximum range

that can be integrated over in this experimental arrangement, which is sufficient for

exciton lifetimes up to ∼ 1 ns. The estimate has been repeated for a smaller time

bin for the SNSPD, to indicate the improvement that could be provided by its lower

timing jitter. Here, the time bin for integration was deetrmined by combining three

times the exciton lifetime measured in Ref [187] (420 ps) with a jitter of 90 ps for

each of two SNSPD channels (see Section 3.3.3), to give a time bin of 1.3 ns for

integration. In such an experiment, the SNSPD would be operated at a point with

low dark counts in order to optimise the signal to noise ratio. The operating point

was taken from experimental data for λ = 830 nm in Figure 3.9. The results in
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Table 4.1 indicate that in all cases, the rate of real correlation events would be

significantly higher than the rate of events arising due to correlations with dark

counts, suggesting that data acquisition for the planned experiment would have

been feasible. The results also indicate that the ability to integrate over a smaller

time bin with the SNSPD would provide a higher ratio of real to dark correlation

events.

SPAD SNSPD (1) SNSPD (2)

Detection efficiency (ηSDE), % 35 4.5 4.5
Dark count rate (D), Hz 100 20 20
Time bin for integration 3.2 3.2 1.3
Correlation event rate: real, s−1 59 0.97 0.97
Correlation event rate: dark, s−1 1.1× 10−4 2.8× 10−6 1.1× 10−6

Ratio of real to dark correlation events 5.5× 105 3.5× 105 1.1× 106

Table 4.1: Projected correlation event rates for distinguishable photons in the
planned two-photon interference experiment. Event rates for the SPAD and SNSPD
(1) were estimated for integration over a 3.2 ns time bin, and for SNSPD (2) using a time
bin of 1.3 ns to indicate the potential improvement due to lower timing jitter.

4.6 Conclusions and summary

The second order correlation function for cavity-enhanced QD exciton emission was

characterised at above-band and near-resonant pump wavelengths. A reduction

in the background was observed at near-resonant wavelengths, in agreement with

results reported in Ref [199]. The signal-to-noise ratio may be further improved by

tuning the near-resonant wavelength to the optimum value. Additionally, Ref [199]

reported a bunching effect in the maxima closest to τ = 0. The data acquired here

also appears to display this trend, so further data acquisition could have yielded

interesting results related to this topic.

A Hong-Ou-Mandel interference experiment was designed and constructed. The

apparatus was demonstrated to be suitable for the intended experiments by per-

forming test correlation measurements using a pulsed laser as a test source, and by

projecting the correlation event rates that could be a achieved with a QD source.

The timing resolution of the SNSPD produced well-separated correlation maxima
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which facilitated temporal alignment of the setup. The coupling efficiencies and

splitting ratios through the interferometer arrangement were carefully characterised

and optimised for use in a correlation experiment. Unfortunately, the QD sample

was irreparably damaged while preparing for these experiments and efforts to find

a suitable replacement were unsuccessful. The experimental work on this project

therefore ended at this point.
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Chapter 5

Development of a high resolution

single-photon spectrometer for

telecom wavelengths

5.1 Project motivation

The goal of this project was to improve NPL’s facilities for the spectral charac-

terisation of single photons at telecom wavelengths. As discussed in Section 1.1.3,

sources at these wavelengths are of commercial interest because they experience the

least loss in standard optical fibre. Section 2.3 examined relevant literature and the

capabilities of existing spectrometers. A commercial instrument that meets NPL’s

requirements was not found, so it was undertaken to design and build a custom

spectrometer system.

A scanning Fabry-Pérot interferometer (SFPI) can provide higher spectral resolution

than the best grating spectrometer and camera arrangements. However, it can only

produce spectra that span a relatively short range, as determined by its free spectral

range (FSR). This approach was necessary to meet the resolution requirements of

the project; a detailed design process took place to optimise the system for the

intended measurements.
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The SFPI has been designed to characterise two photonic sources that are important

in quantum key distribution and quantum computing; quantum dot single-photon

sources and attenuated pulsed lasers. The system was designed for a pulsed laser

with a 12 GHz linewidth at a wavelength of 1550 nm. The SNSPD system described

in Chapter 3 was used to provide telecom wavelength data acquisition with single-

photon sensitivity.

Section 5.2 explains how the instrument works and outlines its key parameters. In

Section 5.3, the parameters are considered with reference to the two types of source

to produce a detailed design. The rest of this chapter reports on the successful

construction and characterisation of the new instrument.

5.2 The Scanning Fabry-Pérot Interferometer

A tuneable optical cavity can be used to acquire spectral information by varying

the cavity’s resonant frequency and recording the transmitted intensity. This is the

basis for the operation of the SFPI. Equation 5.1 gives the transmission of a perfect,

lossless cavity as a function of cavity length L for a fixed input wavelength λ [15]:

T (L) =
1

1 + 4F 2

π2 sin2(2πnL
λ

)
(5.1)

where n is the refractive index inside the cavity, F is the cavity finesse (given in

Equation 5.3). The form of this equation, plotted in Figure 5.1, has multiple trans-

mission maxima separated by the cavity FSR. The unambiguous range of the system

is therefore limited to its FSR; beyond that, the same wavelength can contribute

to the transmission multiple times. The FSR depends only on cavity length L,

according to Equation 5.2:

FSR =
c

2L
(5.2)
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The spectral resolution of the system is determined by the cavity linewidth, ∆νcav,

which is related to the FSR by the cavity finesse, F :

F =
FSR

∆νcav
= π

(R1R2)
1/4

1−
√

(R1R2)
(5.3)

where R1 and R2 are the reflectivity of the cavity mirrors. Equation 5.3 can be used

to determine the mirror reflectivity required to achieve a specific linewidth, given

the cavity FSR. While it is possible to produce very high finesse cavities, the ideal

cavity finesse depends on the linewidth of the source. This is because the maximum

count rate is limited by selecting a cavity linewidth that is significantly narrower

than that of the source; this can be detrimental to the performance of the instrument

when characterising weak signals. This trade-off is considered in Section 5.3.2.
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Figure 5.1: Theoretical transmission function for a perfect, lossless cavity. Cal-
culated using Equation 5.1 for λ = 1310 nm, F = 250 and L = 1 mm.
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5.3 Optical cavity design

To optimise the new instrument, each parameter was considered in terms of its

impact on planned measurements. This produced the specifications listed below,

which are discussed in the following sections.

• FSR = 150 GHz, which necessitates a cavity length L = 1 mm.

• Uniform resolution from 1270 nm to 1630 nm, requiring constant mirror re-

flectivities across this wavelength range.

• Linewidth ∆ν = 600 MHz; using Equation 5.3 with FSR = 150 GHz gives a

required cavity mirror reflectivity of 98.75 % (Cavity finesse F = 250).

• Cavity mirrors with a radius of curvature Rc = 20 mm. This allows the short

cavity length to be realised with bulk optics while minimising the number of

transverse modes per FSR.

5.3.1 Free spectral range

The cavity FSR is the maximum spectral range that can be recorded in a single scan;

as such, it must be sufficient to span the features of interest. For an attenuated laser

source, the required range is several times the laser linewidth. The broadest laser we

plan to characterise has a spectral linewidth of 12 GHz, which can be characterised

with FSR ∼ 60 GHz. Typical emission linewidths from quantum dot sources are

significantly narrower (see Table 5.2); they are considered in Section 5.3.2 in the

context of determining the required spectral resolution of the instrument.

Quantum dots can exhibit fine structure splitting. To measure the resulting sepa-

ration between the two spectral features, the FSR must incorporate the full extent

of both of them. Recent measurements of fine structure splitting in quantum dots

are listed in Table 5.1; they suggest that a FSR ∼ 70 GHz should be sufficient for

such analysis.
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λ(nm) Reported separation Range spanned by spectral features Ref

750 22.9 GHz 70 GHz [188]
900 14.4 GHz 37 GHz [190]
920 29 GHz 37 GHz [191]
910 2.5 GHz 13.5 GHz [47]
880 3.4 GHz 30 GHz [46]

Table 5.1: Reported spectral range of fine structure splitting in QDs. Both the
reported separations and full ranges spanned by the features are listed.

The target FSR was set at 150 GHz to comfortably accommodate pulsed laser and

quantum dot characterisation, and provide scope to meet future demands. Equation

5.2 was used to calculate that a 1 mm cavity length would be required to achieve

this FSR.

5.3.2 Resolution and operating wavelengths

In order to characterise any source intended for use with optical fibre, the instrument

was designed to operate at all wavelengths in the International Telecommunication

Union (ITU) bands for wavelength division multiplexing, from 1270 nm to 1630 nm

[200, 201]. To provide consistent resolution, the cavity linewidth must be constant

across this wavelength range; once the target resolution was determined, a range

of quotations for custom coatings were obtained and the design with the smallest

variation in reflectivity was selected (detailed in Section 5.3.3).

The spectral resolution of the instrument must be sufficient to characterise quan-

tum dot emission; the linewidths quoted in Table 5.2 indicate that the resolution

λ QD linewidth QD type Ref.
(nm) µeV GHz pm

750 32 8 15 Aperture-selected (GaAs/AlGaAs) [188]
914 3.7 0.9 2.5 In micropillar (InAs/GaAs) [47]
880 10 2.4 6.3 In micropillar (InAs/GaAs) [46]

1300 43 10.8 61 Aperture-selected (InAs/GaAs) [165]
1185 70 16.9 79 In photonic crystal cavity (InAs/GaAs) [202]

Table 5.2: Reported linewidths from quantum dot exciton emission.
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should be at least νcav = 0.9 GHz (3.7 µeV). To characterise the spectrum from an

attenuated laser, several measurements need to be made across the laser linewidth.

A reasonable resolution for a laser with a 12 GHz linewidth would be somewhere in

the range from 600 MHz (∆νlaser/20) to 150 MHz (∆νlaser/80).

Reducing the cavity linewidth relative to that of the source provides higher resolution

while reducing the maximum transmitted intensity. It is important to ensure that

this does not preclude single-photon data acquisition. In essence, there must be

sufficient signal to complete high-quality data acquisition at a much faster scan rate

than any drift in the cavity’s resonant frequency. A series of quantitative estimates

based on this premise were made to assess the feasibility of the instrument prior to

construction. These estimates are outlined below:

1. Estimation of maximum count rates for laser and quantum dot sources

2. Comparison of 1. with SNSPD dark count rate (to estimate signal-to-noise)

3. Estimation of scan duration for preliminary and high-quality spectra

4. Estimation of cavity resonant frequency drift rate

5. Comparison of scan rates and drift rate (scan must be faster than drift)

If a pulsed laser is attenuated to the level of one photon per pulse (µ = 1), the

photon emission rate equals the repetition rate of the laser, Prep. The resulting

count rate, Slaser, can be estimated by accounting for the efficiency of transmission

through the cavity (ηcav), the coupling efficiency into the output fibre (ηcoupling), the

detection efficiency (ηSNSPD), and differences in laser and cavity linewidth (∆ν):

Slaser = Prep × ηcav ×
∆νcav
∆νlaser

× ηcoupling × ηSNSPD (5.4)

Equation 5.4 was used to estimate count rates for laser repetition rates of 80 MHz

and 1 GHz, with ∆νlaser = 12 GHz. A conservative value of ηSNSPD = 1 % was used

to represent the SNSPD system detection efficiency at λ = 1550 nm (see Chapter

3), and the estimated cavity transmission efficiency (ηcav = 0.874) was based on
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the optical design described in Section 5.3.3. It was assumed that 70 % coupling

into the output fibre would be achievable. The resulting count rate estimates in

Table 5.3 all exceed the standard SNSPD dark count rate of 1 kcps by at least a

factor of 6, indicating that the targeted resolution values are all suitable for these

measurements. In practice, the maximum detectable count rate will be limited by

detector dead time to 100 Mcps, and by data acquisition electronics to ∼ 10 Mcps.

However, the projected maximum count rates in Table 5.3 are considerably lower

than this.

Projected maximum count rate (kcps)
∆νcav (Prep = 80 MHz) (Prep = 1 GHz)

150 MHz 6.1 76.5
600 MHz 24.5 305.9

Table 5.3: Estimated SFPI count rates for an attenuated laser source. Projected
maximum count rates through the cavity on resonance for a pulsed laser at λ = 1550 nm.
The values for Prep = 1 GHz have been scaled to account for the maximum SNSPD count
rate of 100 Mcps.

For quantum dot single-photon sources, count rate estimates were based on the

sample investigated in Chapter 4. This is reasonable because the photon emission

rate is ultimately limited by the lifetime of the radiative transition, and the lifetimes

of the QDs investigated are comparable to values reported at telecom wavelengths

[165, 166]. These calculations were intended to indicate the feasibility of future

experiments; the actual count rates from a QD will depend on the intensity of

the pump laser, the collection efficiency and the strength of QD-cavity coupling.

Equation 5.5 starts with previously measured count rates from QDs, Sprev, and

accounts for cavity transmission efficiency, detection efficiency and differences in

spectral bandwidth:

SQD = Sprev × ηcav ×
∆νcav
∆νprev

× ηcoupling ×
ηSNSPD
ηSPAD

(5.5)

The count rate estimates in Table 5.4 are based on three quantum dots that were

measured with a SPAD (ηSPAD = 30 % at λ = 900 nm). They are scaled down for

ηSNSPD = 10 % based on detector performance at λ = 1310 nm as this wavelength is
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typical of telecom wavelength quantum dots. These count rates are much lower than

those for the laser source; it was necessary to select ∆νcav = 600 MHz to maximise

the count rate within the resolution values under consideration. The SNSPD dark

count rate could be reduced at the cost of lower (but not proportionally lower)

efficiency, as was discussed in Chapter 3. However, this increases the scan duration,

so is only possible if the scan rate remains significantly faster than the drift rate.

The drift in the cavity’s resonant frequency was estimated based on a similarly

stabilised, 100 mm-long cavity [203]. The system has a 1.5 GHz FSR and 15 MHz

resolution, and has a maximum drift rate of 500 kHz/hr. The same level of stability

for a cavity which is 1 mm long would result in a drift rate of 50 MHz/hr.

Count rate ∆νcav QD1 (kcts/s) QD2 (kcts/s) QD3 (kcts/s)

Sprev 525 112 68
Sproj 150 MHz 0.86 0.18 0.11
Sproj 600 MHz 3.44 0.73 0.45

Table 5.4: Estimated SFPI count rates for a QD single-photon source. Count
rates from three quantum dots are adjusted using Equation 5.5 to produce count rate
estimates at two cavity resolution values ∆νcav.

Scan durations were estimated by considering the number of frequency steps in a

scan, the maximum count rate and the desired number of counts to be recorded at

the point of maximum intensity, n:

Scan duration = # frequency steps×
( n

max. count rate
+ 1 sec

)
(5.6)

At each step, an additional second is added to allow for actuator settling and data

processing. For a preliminary fast scan, 500 counts at the point of highest intensity

(n = 500) should allow features of interest to be located; this has an associated

statistical uncertainty
√
n/n = 4.5 %. To scan across the 150 GHz FSR in fre-

quency intervals equal to the cavity resolution (600 MHz) requires 250 steps. For

high quality data, n = 10000 reduces the statistical uncertainty to 1 % in the fre-

quency interval containing the highest signal. Scan durations were calculated for

80 frequency steps, which is reasonable because the region of interest is likely to

be smaller than the full FSR. The scan duration estimates for a range of projected

count rates are given in Table 5.5.
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Count rate Fast scan (250 ch) High-quality scan (80 ch)

Experiment (kcts/s) duration scan rate
drift rate

duration scan rate
drift rate

QD (low rate) 0.45 8.8 min 2046 31 min 186
QD (high rate) 3.44 4.8 min 3772 5.2 min 1106
80 MHz laser 24.5 4.3 min 4234 1.9 min 3068
1 GHz laser 305.9 4.2 min 4313 1.4 min 4183

Table 5.5: Estimated scan durations for laser and QD sources, and a comparison
of estimated scan and drift rates. The data acquisition scan rate is compared with
the estimated drift rate of the cavity for four different experimental scenarios.

Scan rates were obtained by dividing the spectral range of each scan by the corre-

sponding scan duration estimate. Comparison with the estimated cavity drift rate

(see Table 5.5) shows that the slowest scan rate is 186 times faster than the antic-

ipated drift rate. This demonstrates that at 600 MHz resolution, the SFPI system

should be stable enough to characterise quantum dot sources at the single-photon

level.

5.3.3 Mirror geometry and transverse modes

A number of mirror geometries were considered for the design of the 1 mm cavity. A

planar cavity (Figure 5.2 a) is generally impractical because it becomes unstable if

the incoming light is slightly off-axis or the mirrors are not perfectly parallel. In the-

ory, a confocal resonator (Figure 5.2 b) is ideal because it is robust to misalignment.

Additionally, the need for careful mode matching is eliminated by the degeneracy

between transverse and longitudinal modes. However, for L = 1 mm this would

require very small mirrors with a 1 mm radius of curvature (Rc), which cannot be

produced with standard mirror fabrication techniques.

One solution is to use a non-confocal cavity (Figures 5.2 c-e). The short cavity length

can be achieved with both a larger mirror diameter (D) and radius of curvature

(R) than the confocal design, while retaining its robustness to misalignment. The

drawback is that mode matching is essential due to the presence of non-degenerate

transverse modes. Keeping the number of these modes to a minimum was a key

consideration to facilitate coupling all of the light into the lowest-order transverse

mode (TEM00). It was found that a symmetric cavity has fewer additional modes
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a) Planar

D

b) Confocal c) Plano-concave d) Symmetric 
concave

e) Symmetric 
(unequal D)

D1 D2

Figure 5.2: Consideration of cavity mirror geometries. Planar, confocal, plano-
concave and symmetric cavities are illustrated, all with the same mirror separation. The
diameter of the optics, D, is limited by the combination of curvature and fixed mirror
separation in all cases except the planar arrangement. Diagram e) shows that smaller
radius of curvature can be used without causing the mirrors to touch when one mirror has
a smaller diameter than the other (D2 < D1).

than a plano-concave cavity of the same length (14 compared to 20 modes when

Rc = 50 mm), and that a smaller radius of curvature results in fewer additional

transverse modes. A small radius of curvature also improves the stability criterion

for a Gaussian resonator [g1g2 = (1− L
Rc1

)(1− L
Rc2

)], moving it away from the edge

of stability g1g2 = 1. For a given cavity length, a smaller radius of curvature can

be used if one of the mirror diameters is reduced. This is illustrated in Figures 5.2

d and 5.2 e. Table 5.6 gives mirror diameters (D1, D2) that allow a range of Rc

values to be achieved, down to the smallest value that could be manufactured. Rc =

20 mm was selected in order to minimise the additional transverse modes per FSR.

Rc D1 D2 Modes Beam waist Stability
(mm) (mm) (mm) per FSR in cavity (µm) g1g2

50 18 8.5 14 44.8 0.96
40 17 4 13 42.4 0.95
30 15 4 11 39.4 0.93
20 12 4 8 35.5 0.90

Table 5.6: Diameters of cavity optics for symmetric cavities with different
mirror curvatures Rc. Practical mirror diameters (D1, D2) for a 1 mm cavity are listed
with the number of additional transverse modes per FSR and the stability criterion.

The design of the cavity mirrors is shown in Figure 5.3. A combination of diameter

and curvature was selected such that a 1 mm cavity is formed when the edges of the

two mirrors are in the same plane. The chamfer on the smaller mirror allows this
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to be achieved without the two optics coming into contact with each other. Figure

5.4 shows how the cavity is constructed; the re-entrant mirror is mounted on a ring

of actuators on a back plate, while a spacer piece and another ring of actuators are

attached to the external mirror. The two halves fit together to produce a 1 mm

cavity as shown in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.3: Cavity optics (1). The external and internal mirrors have spherically-curved
mirror surfaces (Rc = 20 mm) with 12 mm and 4 mm diameters respectively.

Figure 5.4: Cavity optics (2). The external mirror is optically contacted to a spacer
piece. The outer ring of actuators is attached to a cylindrical spacer, which stabilises the
cavity mirror separation. The re-entrant mirror is mounted on the inner ring of actuators,
which are attached to a back plate.

The glass components were custom made by IC Optical Systems Ltd. The spacer

and re-entrant mirror were manufactured simultaneously to ensure they were of

equal thickness, in order to position the edges of the mirrors in the same plane.
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Figure 5.5: Cavity optics (3). The re-entrant mirror is inserted inside the spacer and
the outer ring of actuators is epoxied to the back plate. This arrangment forms a 1 mm
cavity between the external and re-entrant mirrors.

With this condition met, the manufacturing tolerance on the length of the cavity

was ± 0.15 mm. The cavity length could also be affected by differences between

the inner and outer ring of actuators or epoxy thicknesses. A shorter cavity length

is a benefit as this extends the FSR. The cavity would need to be 1 mm longer

than planned to reach the minimum FSR of 70 GHz defined in Section 5.3.1. It

was concluded that this is unlikely with 8 mm-long actuators and sub-mm layers of

epoxy, so the design should comfortably produce a cavity with a useful FSR.

The dielectric cavity mirrors were coated to have a reflectivity R = (98.75 ± 0.25) %

to achieve the 600 MHz design resolution, and the back surfaces were anti-reflection

coated (R< 0.1 %) to minimise loss. The uncertainty in reflectivity translates to

± 120 MHz in resolution; this was the best possible specification that could be

achieved across such a wide range of wavelengths. The coatings were designed

and produced by LaserOptik GmbH. The cavity is housed in a vacuum chamber to

increase its stability (see Section 5.4), so light passing through the cavity also travels

through two optical flats that form the vacuum chamber windows. The maximum

transmission through the cavity assembly in the vacuum chamber was calculated by

combining the losses at each interface and using Equation 5.7 [204] to calculate the

circulating intensity inside the cavity:

Icirculating
Iincident

=
T

[1−Re−2αoL]2
(5.7)
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where R is the reflectivity of both cavity mirrors, the transmission T = 1− R, and

2αoL is the round trip loss, which is 0.06 % (due to the absorption in the mirror

coatings). The calculation, detailed in Table 5.7, produces a maximum transmission

of 87.4 %.

Stage %(input)
1) Loss entering vacuum chamber (R = 0.4 % per window surface) 99.2
2) Loss at AR coating entering cavity (R = 0.1 %) 99.1
3) Build-up inside cavity (x 72.9) × cavity transmission (1.22 %) 88.2
4) Loss at AR coating exiting cavity (R = 0.1 %) 88.1
5) Loss exiting vacuum chamber (R = 0.4 % per window surface) 87.4

Table 5.7: Estimated transmission through SFPI on resonance. Calculations
include loss at the vacuum chamber windows.

5.4 Cavity stability and tuning

The resonant frequency of the cavity depends only on its length, so ∆L/L = ∆ν/ν.

While stabilisation is relatively straightforward for a fixed-length cavity where the

mirrors can be positioned permanently, it is a greater challenge to build a system that

can tune the cavity length and maintain stability at each position. The stabilisation

and tuning elements of the design are described in the following sections.

5.4.1 Path length stabilisation

Temperature is a major cause of path length instability. Its impact can be reduced

in three ways; stabilising the temperature, optimising the cavity design and increas-

ing the thermal time constant of the system to slow down any remaining variation.

A two-layer temperature control system with servo feedback based on thermistors

was used to stabilise the cavity temperature. The outer layer provides a buffer to

external fluctuations, allowing the inner layer to achieve a higher level of stability.

The configuration and testing of this system is detailed in Section 5.5.
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Two aspects of the design reduce the impact of temperature on cavity length. The

first is the use of two rings of actuators (shown in Figure 5.4). While only the inner

ring of actuators is used to change the cavity length, any thermal expansion that is

also experienced by the outer ring of actuators moves the back plate instead of the

cavity mirror. Secondly, all glass components were made of Zerodur which has a

very low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). The benefit can be demonstrated

by comparing the effect of a 100 mK temperature change on fused silica (CTE =

52× 10−8 K−1 [205]) and Zerodur (CTE = (0 ± 2) ×10−8 K−1 [206]). For a specific

frequency ν and temperature change ∆T , the change in frequency is:

∆ν = ν × CTE×∆T. (5.8)

In the operating wavelength range from 1270 nm to 1630 nm, the change in resonant

frequency (∆ν) induced by ∆T = 100 mK ranges from 370 kHz to 470 kHz for Ze-

rodur, while for fused silica it ranges from 9.6 MHz to 12.2 MHz. A potential source

of drift was thus eliminated with the choice of Zerodur for all glass components.

The thermal time constant of the system was increased by mounting the cavity optics

in a PTFE cage inside a steel vacuum chamber. The vacuum assembly is shown in

Figure 5.6; viewport flanges at each end of the chamber provide a clear optic axis,

and there are ports for a vacuum pump, angle valve and electrical feedthrough.

An ion pump was chosen for its vibration-free operation. The vacuum chamber was

customised so the window flanges were positioned 2 degrees off-normal relative to the

optic axis. This reduces the risk of parasitic etalon formation without introducing

appreciable astigmatism.
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Figure 5.6: Vacuum system for housing cavity optics. The cavity optics are
mounted in a vacuum chamber inside a PTFE cage. The chamber is initially evacu-
ated via the angle valve, then the vacuum is maintained with the ion pump. An electrical
feedthrough provides voltage to the actuators, and viewport flanges along the optic axis
allow light to be coupled to the cavity inside.
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An additional benefit of housing the cavity optics in a vacuum chamber is the

elimination of variations in optical path length due to pressure-induced refractive

index fluctuations. To show this, the dependence of refractive index on pressure was

calculated for a range of pressures according to [207] with dry air, T = 20 oC and

λ = 1310 nm. A linear fit yielded the relation

dn

dP
= 3× 10−9 Pa−1, (5.9)

which means that the fractional variation in refractive index is

∆n

n
=

3× 10−9∆P

n
. (5.10)

If the maximum temperature fluctuation is 100 mK about a central value of 293 K,

and the cavity is housed in a chamber that is evacuated to 10−5 mbar (=10−3 Pa),

this produces a change in pressure of

∆P = Pf − Pi =
PiTf
Ti
− Pi ≈ 3.4× 10−7 Pa. (5.11)

From Equation 5.10, this results in a fractional variation in refractive index (and

therefore in path length) on the order of 10−15, which is equivalent to a frequency

variation of 0.2 Hz about a central wavelength of 1310 nm. This is therefore negli-

gible in path length stability considerations.

5.4.2 Tuning the cavity length

The cavity length is varied by changing the voltage on the inner ring of actuators,

which moves the re-entrant mirror. In order to produce spectra that utilise the

cavity’s range and resolution, the minimum requirement is the ability to move the

mirror across at least one FSR in steps corresponding to the cavity linewidth. The

selected actuators extend by 3.2 µm over 100 V, which spans > 4 FSRs across the

operating wavelength range.
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To change the resonance by a specific amount (∆λ) within one FSR requires a mirror

movement (∆L) given by:

∆L =
n∆λ

2
, (5.12)

where n is the longitudinal mode number (i.e. n = 2L
λ

) and ∆λ = λ2×FSR
c

. To

change the resonant frequency in 600 MHz increments requires steps from 2.5 nm to

3.3 nm across the operating wavelength range. Assuming that the actuators have a

roughly linear response, these steps require a voltage increment ∼ 80 mV. The ideal

voltage source would therefore provide stable increments of < 10 mV over at least

25 V, in order to characterise the resolution of the instrument in addition to making

resolution-limited spectral measurements across the full FSR.

5.5 System construction and characterisation

5.5.1 Construction details

The cavity optics were carefully assembled to minimise deviation from the planned

cavity length. The spacer piece and external mirror were optically contacted to

remove the length uncertainty due to epoxy at one interface. The actuators, back

plate and re-entrant mirror were assembled (as shown in Figure 5.4) using thin

layers of vacuum epoxy in a purpose-built alignment jig that held the elements

concentrically. The vacuum system was assembled and baked without the cavity

mounted inside. It held vacuum at < 1 × 10−8 mbar with a leak rate < 1 × 10−9

mbar l/s. With its integrity confirmed, the cavity optics were mounted in a PTFE

cage and inserted as shown in Figure 5.6. The same vacuum level was achieved when

the system was evacuated and baked out again, indicating that any outgassing from

the cavity is slow compared to the speed of the ion pump.

For each of the two separate layers of temperature control, a bridge circuit containing

a thermistor (Figure 5.7) was set up to produce a temperature-dependent error

signal. This was fed into the proportional-integral (PI) servo circuit shown in Figure

5.7. The inner layer was the vacuum chamber, which was wrapped in heater wire
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then insulating foam. The outer layer was a separate enclosure formed from a box

lined with foam and thin sheet copper mounted with heater mats. Initially, the two

layers were set up and optimised individually. When they were operated together,

the gain of the inner layer was reduced due to the stabilisation of the outer housing.

The final optimised configuration stabilised the temperature to ± 1 mK and ± 5 mK

for the chamber and housing respectively. Figure 5.8 shows the variation over 24

hours. While the housing temperature was visibly disturbed by the presence of

people in the lab during the day, the chamber temperature remained stable.
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Figure 5.7: Temperature controller circuits. The bridge circuit makes a stable mea-
surement of the voltage across the bridge and applies a gain of 211. The proportional-
integral servo circuit supplies current to a heater element such that the temperature settles
at the set point value. The feedback loop elements (C1, C2, R1, R2) were optimised sep-
arately for the temperature control of the vacuum chamber and the outer housing.
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Figure 5.8: Temperature stabilisation data. ∆T[vacuum chamber] remains stable to
± 1 mK while ∆T[outer housing] varies across 10 mK in a 24 hour period.
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5.5.2 Beam delivery and cavity transmission

Figure 5.9 shows the experimental arrangement of the SFPI system. Light from a

fibre-coupled source is collimated with one lens then focused into the cavity with a

second lens. The transmission is similarly collected into another fibre and delivered

to the SNSPD. This arrangement makes it straightforward to characterise a range

of different sources. Selecting the collimating and focusing lenses with a simple

ratio of beam waists does not account for the thickness or curvature of the cavity

mirror. ABCD matrices were used to propagate a Gaussian beam from the delivery

fibre to the cavity waist. It was found that the position of the beam waist moves

∼ 2.2 mm further away from the fibre due to passing through the cavity mirror,

which is significant in a 1 mm cavity. Lenses were selected based on the calculations,

positioning the beam waist at the centre of the cavity with the correct magnification.

Temperature-controlled 
Outer Housing

Temperature-controlled 
Vacuum Chamber

Source

SMF-28 Patch Fibre

SMF-28 Patch Fibre

f = 40 mm f = 300 mm

f = 150 mm

f = 20 mm

SNSPD

PC: Actuator Control 
& Data Acquisition

Actuator Voltage 
Source

Event 
Counter

Data 
Logger

InGaAs
Camera

Photo
diode

Figure 5.9: Experimental arrangement for SFPI measurements. Light is delivered
and collected with FC/PC SMF-28 patch fibres. The beam is coupled to the cavity using
free space optics, and the transmission is collected into another fibre to facilitate delivery
to the SNSPD or other detector.
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The TEM00 mode was located by observing the cavity transmission at the exit of the

outer housing with an InGaAs camera The photodiode signal was then monitored as

the cavity mirror was scanned across 2 FSRs. A repeating pattern of transmission

features was observed, indicating coupling to different transverse modes; this signal

was used as a guide to optimise coupling into the TEM00 mode. The maximum

transmission on resonance was 74 %, measured at the entrance and exit of the

outer housing, which is lower than the projection of 87.4 % from Section 5.3.3. The

light exiting the cavity was coupled into the output fibre with 65 % efficiency. It

should be possible to improve this to 80 %, given the clean spatial mode exiting the

cavity. The percentage of the transmitted light that was coupled into the TEM00

mode was estimated by comparing signal amplitudes to be 89 %. Improvements

in the mode matching may be achieved by fine tuning the input beam parameters,

while improvements in transmission measurements may be observed by increasing

the cavity stability.
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Figure 5.10: Optimised coupling to TEM00 cavity mode. This plot shows the
photodiode signal measured at the position indicated in Figure 5.9 while the actuator
voltage was linearly scanned. The observed transmission profile matches well with the
theory shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.10 shows the optimised transmission through the cavity as the actuators

were scanned. The observation of one clear maximum per FSR with minimal signal

in between indicates that the light is mainly coupled into the TEM00 cavity mode.

This measurement was made at the exit of the cavity before the light was coupled
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into the output fibre. While coupling into this fibre incurs some signal loss, it also

improves the quality of the transmitted signal because the TEM00 has the best

spatial overlap with the end of the fibre and therefore couples in more efficiently

than higher-order transverse modes. This is illustrated in Figure 5.11, which shows

measurements of cavity transmission at the cavity exit and at the fibre exit for a

signal containing some higher-order elements in order to display the improvement.
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Figure 5.11: Demonstration of spatial filtering due to output fibre. a) Transmit-
ted intensity at the cavity exit with sub-optimal alignment to demonstrate that coupling
into a higher-order transverse mode produces an additional spectral feature; b) The same
transmitted signal after passing through the output fibre; spatial filtering increases the
proportion of the signal that originates from the TEM00 mode.
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5.5.3 Stability and drift

The stability of the cavity was investigated by applying a constant voltage to the

actuators and monitoring the transmitted intensity as a function of time. The actu-

ators were positioned such that the cavity transmitted half the maximum intensity,

to allow both the magnitude and direction of variation to be observed. Due to unex-

pectedly high noise in the output from the voltage source intended for cavity length

control, which had a range of 100 V, a more stable voltage supply with a 20 V range

was used in the initial characterisation. The transmitted intensity was significantly

disturbed by mechanical vibration; this was observed when gently tapping on the

bench near the cavity. To reduce this disturbance, the system was mounted on a pas-

sive isolation stage that provided 40 dB of attenuation at frequencies up to 100 Hz.

This improved the stability of the signal, but gentle tapping and acoustic vibration

still affected the transmitted intensity. The stability of the cavity is therefore likely

to be improved by additional isolation.

Figure 5.12 shows the drift in the cavity resonance over time at three levels of

incident power. Initial measurements with 10 mW incident on the cavity showed a

clear, rapid drift; the incident power was then systematically reduced to determine
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Figure 5.12: Drift in cavity transmission over time. From a starting position at
half the maximum transmitted intensity, the transmission was observed to drop over time
at a rate that appears to be connected to the laser power coupled into the cavity.
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a suitable level for characterisation measurements. The drift direction indicated

that the resonant frequency was increasing, which means that the cavity length was

decreasing. At an incident power of 0.1 mW, the signal no longer exhibited a clear

drift in one direction, indicating that the power circulating in the cavity was no

longer the main cause of variation within the first 30 minutes, which is the longest

estimated scan duration in Table 5.5.

The change in drift rate with incident power suggests that it is due to a heating effect.

A reduction in cavity length could be caused by expansion of the dielectric coatings,

or of the re-entrant mirror; expansion of the spacer would increase the cavity length.

With 10 mW coupled into the cavity, the circulating power is 729 mW, of which

73 µW (0.01 %) is absorbed by the coating [208]. Typical dielectric mirror coatings

such as Al2O3 and Ta2O5 have thermal expansion coefficients of 5.4× 10−6 K−1 and

3.1 × 10−8 K−1 respectively [209]. The Zerodur mirror substrate has a much lower

coefficient of thermal expansion ((0 ± 2) × 10−8 K−1 [206]) and is only exposed to

the transmitted power, which is considerably smaller than circulating power; it is

therefore more likely that the drift originates in the coatings.

It was determined by scanning the mirror over the cavity resonance that a change

in optical path length of ∼ 3 nm would be required to produce the observed drop

in transmission from 50 % to 10 % of the maximum intensity. While the power

absorbed in the coating can be estimated, the impact on a multilayer dielectric

stack is not straightforward. The change in temperature caused by the absorbed

radiation depends on the heat capacity of the coating materials and the thermal

conductivity to the wider structure. This temperature change then affects both the

physical thickness and refractive index of the dielectric layers. For example, the

dependence of refractive index on temperature for Al2O3 is ∼ 10−5 K−1 [210], an

order of magnitude larger than the coefficient of thermal expansion. This suggests

that refractive index plays a larger role than expansion in thermally-induced cavity

changes. In addition to affecting the optical path length, variation in refractive in-

dex can change the contrast between successive layers which affects their reflectivity

and could change the overall depth that the light penetrates into the stack. The

high peak intensity that is absorbed by the coating at the centre of the beam spot
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(∼ 4 Wcm−2) also raises the possibility of transverse variation in refractive index

causing thermal lensing, which could affect the efficiency of coupling to the TEM00

mode. Modelling this system is a complex task that is compounded by the lack of in-

formation regarding the coating design and materials; this would necessitate making

assumptions about key parameters. As this system is intended for measurements at

low photon flux, measurements proceeded using an incident power below 0.1 mW to

give a more representative indication of cavity performance while providing a large

enough signal for alignment and characterisation measurements.

5.5.4 Free spectral range and actuator linearisation

The FSR was measured using a Tunics tuneable CW laser (linewidth ∼ 150 kHz,

tuning range: 1270 nm to 1350 nm). The actuators were grounded while the fre-

quency of the laser was tuned across four successive transmission maxima at wave-

lengths around 1310 nm. The laser frequency at which each maximum occurred was

recorded three times using a Burleigh WA-1500 wavemeter, approaching the max-

imum from the same side each time. The fractional uncertainty in the wavemeter

measurements (± 2 × 10−6) was propagated through to a calculation of the fre-

quency spacing of the maxima. The resulting FSR is (119.0 ± 0.4) GHz, which

corresponds to a cavity length of (1.260 ± 0.004) mm. This is 26 % longer than the

1 mm design specification, which falls outside of the manufacturing tolerances. One

possible explanation is that the vacuum epoxy used to assemble the cavity had an

unexpectedly large effect on cavity length. The maximum length within manufac-

turing tolerances is 1.15 mm, so if the glue layer on the outer ring of actuators was

0.11 mm thicker than that on the inner ring, that would account for the difference.

The nonlinear response of the actuators was characterised by scanning the actuator

voltage while the laser wavelength was fixed and recording the voltages at which

transmission maxima were observed. These features are separated by one FSR;

data at different wavelengths were related using accurate wavelength measurements.

Seven series of transmission maxima at wavelengths around 1310 nm are shown in

Figure 5.13. A fifth-order polynomial provided the best fit to the low-voltage data

points. This function was used to convert voltage to mirror displacement.
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Figure 5.13: Actuator linearisation data. A fifth-order polynomial fit provided the
best match to the low-voltage data points. The coefficients are: A = (3.7 ± 0.4)×10−8, B
= (1.4 ± 0.8)×10−9, C = (3.7 ± 0.5)×10−10, D = (5 ± 1)×10−12, E = (-1.1 ± 0.1)×10−13,
F = (4.4 ± 0.5)×10−16.
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5.5.5 Hysteresis

The impact of drift and hysteresis on the cavity transmission can be assessed by

scanning the actuator voltage up, down and up again across the same resonance. If

drift is the dominant source of variation, the three scans will move successively in one

direction; if hysteresis dominates, the second scan will differ in position significantly,

while the first and third will be more comparable.

Figure 5.14 shows the transmitted intensity as the actuator voltage was continu-

ously scanned over the resonance three times. Each pass across the resonance took

∼ 3.5 min. The data show clear hysteresis, with minimal drift over the 10 minute

measurement period indicated by the close similarity between the two scans in the

same direction. Further investigation would be necessary in order to conclusively

determine the extent of the hysteresis that occurs when the actuators are scanned

in both directions. In the short term, hysteresis was avoided by performing all scans

in the direction of increasing voltage.
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Figure 5.14: SFPI scans testing for drift and hysteresis. The actuator voltage was
increased, decreased then increased again across the same cavity resonance to produce the
three maxima in this plot. The similarity between the ‘up’ scans (with increasing voltage)
indicates that the drift was negligible over the scan duration, while the different position
of the ‘down’ scan (decreasing voltage) indicates significant hysteresis.
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5.6 SFPI resolution at the single-photon level

To test the performance of the new SFPI, a RIO Orion CW single frequency external

cavity laser (λ = 1543 nm) was set up in series with a HP 8158B variable optical

attenuator (range: up to 60 dB) to produce the projected count rates given in Table

5.5. The laser was selected to have a linewidth narrower than that of the cavity to

ensure that the transmission was limited by the cavity resolution. The transmitted

intensity was measured using the SNSPD as the cavity’s resonant frequency was

scanned over the laser frequency.

Fast and high-quality scans as defined in Section 5.3.2 were carried out at a range

of count rates, with the actuators stepped linearly in voltage then converted to

frequency based on the fit in Figure 5.13. The instrument resolution was obtained

by fitting Equation 5.13 to the data; this is a modified version of Equation 5.1

incorporating a scale factor (A), a constant background (B) and a phase factor (C).

T (L) =
A

1 + 4F 2

π2 sin2(2πnL
λ

+ C)
+B (5.13)

Figure 5.15 shows the fast scans at each count rate. Using the durations from Table

5.5, the signal is lost in the noise at the lowest level. This could be improved with

longer acquisition times, and may be partly due to an unexpectedly high dark count

rate. Figure 5.16 illustrates that the dark count rate can have a significant impact

on the signal to noise level. However, this variation in dark count rate will not have

caused a comparable change in efficiency; Figure 5.17 shows that the dark counts

vary more strongly as a function of SNSPD bias current than system detection

efficiency.

Figures 5.18 - 5.20 show the high quality scans that were conducted at the three

higher count rates. Each maximum is in the same position, indicating that there was

no significant drift during the data acquisition period. Fits to these data indicate

that the resolution is fairly consistent, but some asymmetry is observed at the lowest

count rate. This could be caused by the slower scan rate being closer to the drift

rate.
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Figure 5.15: Fast scan tests at 4 different levels of photon flux. Plots correspond
to 400 kcps, 32 kcps, 4 kcps, 0.4 kcps. The lowest signal level is lost in the background.
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Figure 5.16: Impact of dark count rate on cavity scan data. Cavity scans measuring
the same level of incident light with the SNSPD operating at a dark count rate of ∼ 3
kHz (left) and ∼ 1.5 kHz (right).
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Figure 5.17: SNSPD efficiency and dark count rate versus bias current. The dark
count rate varies faster with bias current than the system detection efficiency; consequently,
a change in operating temperature that causes a noticeable rise in dark count rate may
not significantly affect the efficiency.
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Figure 5.18: Resolution vs photon flux (1). Count rate = 440 kcps. Data acquired
in 2 min 4 sec, cavity linewidth = (569 ± 3) MHz
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Figure 5.19: Resolution vs photon flux (2). Count rate = 32 kcps. Data acquired in
2 min 12 sec, cavity linewidth = (546 ± 2) MHz
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Figure 5.20: Resolution vs photon flux (3). Count rate = 4 kcps. Data acquired in
5 min 6 sec, cavity linewidth = (576 ± 6) MHz.
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5.7 Summary and future work

To summarise, a SFPI system has been designed and built for the characterisation

of telecom-wavelength single-photon sources, and has been demonstrated to work

down to a level of 4 kcps. The design resolution and FSR were 600 MHz and

150 GHz respectively; the constructed system was measured to have a resolution

of ∼ 550 MHz at 1310 nm, and a FSR = (119.0 ± 0.4) GHz. While the cavity is

longer than the design value, it is still ample to meet the spectral range requirements

outlined in Section 5.3.1.

A total transmission of 74 % was observed between the entrance and the exit of the

cavity housing. As the calculated maximum possible transmission is 87.4 %, there

may be scope to increase the transmitted intensity by improving the cavity stability

or the mode matching of the incoming beam with the cavity mode. The percentage

of the transmitted light that was coupled into the TEM00 mode was estimated to

be 89 %. The light exiting the cavity was coupled into the output fibre with 65 %

efficiency, giving an overall transmission from the exit of the delivery fibre to the

exit of the output fibre of ∼ 48 %. It should be possible to increase this value by

improving the coupling into the output fibre.

Other measurements that would contribute to a more complete characterisation

of the cavity include determining the upper limit on source intensity that does not

cause appreciable drift in the cavity length, and investigating the settling time of the

actuators in order to potentially increase the data acquisition speed, which reduces

the exposure of the measurements to resonant frequency drift. Measurements of

the cavity linewidth for input wavelengths from 1270 nm to 1630 nm would provide

data on how constant the resolution is over the intended operating range. Finally,

a thorough investigation of scan and drift rates might elucidate the reason for the

asymmetry in Figure 5.20 and better define the instrument’s operational limits.

With the SFPI system thoroughly characterised, it will be possible to use it to

perform high-resolution spectroscopy on a range of sources, in order to assess their

suitability for applications in quantum photonics.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The commercialisation of quantum technologies such as QKD makes it imperative

that a clear framework of measurement standards is developed for single-photon

devices [9]. Furthermore, the current disparity between single-photon device per-

formance and the requirements of quantum computing is fuelling intensive research

efforts that would benefit from optimised characterisation techniques. The purpose

of the work presented in this thesis is to contribute to the development of single-

photon metrology at NPL with a view to meeting these measurement needs.

The focus of the presented research was on devices that are compatible with telecom

wavelengths, namely the superconducting nanowire single-photon detector (SNSPD)

and self-assembled semiconductor quantum dot (QD) single-photon sources. This is

because wavelengths that experience the least loss in optical fibre have the greatest

potential to be integrated into commercial quantum systems. Following the loss of a

key QD sample, work on single-photon metrology at telecom wavelengths continued

with an alternative project in which an instrument was developed for high-resolution

spectral characterisation at the single-photon level.

NPL identified the SNSPD as a promising emerging technology; consequently, the

first project in this EngD involved the construction and characterisation of a SNSPD

system. It was constructed at Heriot-Watt University under the supervision of Dr.

Robert Hadfield, then delivered to NPL in December 2009 [211]. As described

in Chapter 3, the two-channel system was confirmed to provide excellent timing

resolution (< 90 ps FWHM), low dark counts and system detection efficiencies
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that compared well with other systems reported around the same time (∼ 1% at

1 kHz dark count rate for an input wavelength of 1310 nm). A comparison with

the existing single-photon detectors at NPL (see Section 3.4) demonstrated the

significant improvement in timing resolution provided by the new SNSPD system,

which was then used in measurements presented in Chapters 4 and 5.

As the main candidate for single-photon production at telecom wavelengths [34],

measurements on QD single-photon sources are an important part of metrology for

commercial photonic systems. The sample investigated in this work and Ref [187]

contained QDs with emission wavelengths around 900 nm and provided valuable

experience of working with QDs in advance of having the detectors for similar in-

vestigations at telecom wavelengths. The techniques can be transferred to telecom

wavelengths by using optics with different coatings and appropriate detectors. In

this work, the impact of pump wavelength on measurements of the second-order cor-

relation function was investigated. In accordance with recent literature [178], prelim-

inary results indicated that a significant improvement could be achieved by exciting

the quantum dots near-resonantly, exciting electron-hole pairs within the quantum

dot potential, as opposed to exciting the sample above-band and producing charge

carriers in the bulk material and wetting layer. Values of g(2)(τ = 0) = 0.12± 0.04

for above-band and g(2)(τ = 0) = 0.07± 0.05 for near-resonant pumping were made

before sample damage prevented further measurements.

Apparatus for conducting a Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment comparable to that pre-

sented in [124] was constructed and characterised in order to make further measure-

ments on the QD sample. The operation of the arrangement was tested using an

attenuated pulsed laser as a source. The excellent timing resolution of the SNSPD

enabled the temporal overlap of the two photon paths to be accurately characterised

(see Section 4.5). Unfortunately, the planned experiment was not carried out due

to damage to the QD sample.

This setback necessitated a change of emphasis. An alternative goal was formu-

lated, namely the design and construction of a high-resolution single-photon spec-

trometer for telecom wavelengths. The system is a temperature-stabilised scanning
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Fabry Pérot interferometer (SFPI); broadband optical coatings provide consistent

resolution across the range of wavelengths used in telecoms wavelength-division mul-

tiplexing (1270 nm to 1630 nm). The system met the measurement requirements

outlined in the design process; it has a free spectral range of (119.0 ± 0.4) GHz and

resolution of (576 ± 6) MHz at a wavelength of 1310 nm and single-photon count

rate of 4 kcps.

The development and operation of this SFPI instrument is likely to be of interest

to the research community investigating photonic sources at telecom wavelengths.

While systems with higher resolutions and smaller spectral ranges have been re-

ported at wavelengths around 900 nm [46, 47], this instrument has been specifically

designed to focus on the needs of source characterisation for quantum photonic tech-

nologies. The SFPI will be used in investigations of the spectral stability of laser

pulses during QKD encoding processes. It will also be useful for investigations into

the fine-structure splitting of QD transitions, and work on tuning multiple transi-

tions to the point of degeneracy in order to generate entangled photon states.

The work presented in this thesis will be useful to future investigations of photonic

sources at telecom wavelengths. The SNSPD system provides a means of detecting

telecom wavelength emission, which would be necessary in investigations of QD

samples to locate suitable single-photon emitters. It is also planned to use the

SNSPD system in investigations of the effect of encoding processes on the spectral

profile of optical pulses for use in QKD.

In conjunction with the presented arrangement for a Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment,

the SNSPD system opens up the possibility of investigating the impact of timing

jitter on the visibility of two-photon interference. Recent publications that use CW

rather than pulsed excitation schemes have suggested that their results would be

improved with better timing resolution [212]. Upon location of a single-photon

source with a sufficient level of indistinguishability, this setup could also be used to

generate polarisation-entangled photon pairs.

While the benefits of the constructed SNSPD system to NPL have been clearly

demonstrated, this technology has seen immense improvements in performance over
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the duration of this EngD. While 1 % system detection efficiency at telecom wave-

lengths was common in 2009, many similar systems now report efficiencies in excess

of 23 % [73, 92, 93] which would make the acquisition of correlation histograms

faster by more than a factor of 400. Additionally, developments in the last year

have shown amorphous W-Si nanowires in cavity structures to yield another jump

in system detection efficiencies to greater than 90 % [75], albeit at a lower oper-

ating temperature. The SNSPD is therefore likely to feature prominently in the

quantum photonics experiments of the near future. The system at NPL has been

constructed to facilitate straightforward upgrades to other fibre-coupled nanowire

devices requiring comparable operating environments.

The technology for developing QD single-photon sources has also seen considerable

progress in recent years. While micropillar cavities provide a significant improve-

ment over QDs in bulk material, the stochastic positioning of self-assembled QDs

makes locating a suitable source a time-consuming process. Control over the size

[170], position [174] and even the shape of QDs [175] has now been demonstrated,

providing considerable scope for the development of samples with higher yields of

single-photon sources. Additionally, tapered nanowire cavities have been shown to

improve the spatial mode of the emitted light such that coupling efficiencies have

been greatly improved [116]. The opportunity to work with QD samples developed

with current state-of-the-art techniques could therefore provide a straightforward

route to performing some of the experiments described above and optimising single-

photon characterisation techniques.

This work has provided NPL with two important capabilities for benchmarking

components for next-generation quantum photonics. Firstly, the SNSPD system

provides the capability to detect telecom-wavelength single photons with excellent

timing resolution. Secondly, the SFPI instrument facilitates the characterisation

of telecom-wavelength photonic sources at the single-photon level with excellent

spectral resolution. Given the rapid progress in the performance of SNSPDs and

single-photon sources over the last four years, it will be very interesting to see what

the next four bring in terms of advances in quantum optics, development of quantum

photonic devices and new commercial products for real world use.
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